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page five.
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They have new chairs, but they
stood for their portrait. Appointed
in September to named professorships were (clockwise, fi·om lower
left): Kenneth Bozeman, music;
Corry Azzi, '65, economics; john
Brandenberger, physics; BridgetMichaele Reisch!, music; George
Saunders, anthropology; and
Elizabeth De Stasio, '83, biology.
See page eight for their new titles.
Photo by Image Studios.
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Ted Cloak in london
I enjoyed very much the article
about Ted Cloak (Spring 1999), but
I was surprised that the tributes seem
to have died our with the Class of
'64. tor Ted's influence continued
on imo the 1970s. Also. all the
memories published were ofTed
as a theatre director, but he was
also a master teacher of theatre
appreciation.
I was one of the lucky ones
who studied with Ted when he was
dancing in the cosmic center of the
theatre univer;e - London in 1972.
E.Kh week or so we Lawrentians
who were enrolled in his Thct1tre
,~lpprcdation course encountered a
difterent play. The happy ritual was
always the same: first read the setipt,
then see the play. and finally get
together for a class di,cmsion. lt was
hard not to get caught up 111 Ted's
excitement. He knew the London
stage was awhirl in energy, and he
trusted that even undergraduates
who prefen·ed the movies wou ld be
unable to resist its allure.
On Tuesday we were ofT to see
Peter Brook's now-legendary production of LJ .\Jidsltll/1/ll'r S(l?,hf 's
Dream. On Thursday it wa~ the
Royal Shakespeare·., ver'lion ofJean
Genet's The Balnmy. Then the world
premier of Tom Stopp::trd's )11111JJers,
and later on to Sir George Ethcrege's
hilarious The ,\fan c!( 1\ lode. The routine seemed so easy, <>o normal. Of
course, Ted (and, if I remember
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correctly, his London Center assistant, Karen Drulinger) hnd done the
ground work, choosing the plays and
procuring the tickets. All we had to
do was join in the dance.
Ted was one of the world's
authorities on Dion Boucicaulr <1t
the very time the London stage was
reviving the Irish playwtight with a
production of London l!s.wrance. If it
weren't enough to have Ted himself
let us in on aU the ups and downs of
Boucicault, he brought into class the
play's leading actor, Donald
Swmden. Later in the term he
brought in Judi Dench, recenrly
lionized for her royal perfonn;mces in
Eli::abet h ;md 1\lrs. Bro11111.
l never went into theatre
production, never acted, never
wrote,\ play, but at every dramatic
performance I've attended since
I972 I've thought of Ted and been
thankful for his having fir'>t showed
me the ~teps.
Dt111id Spe11r, '73

Creenuille. South Caroli11a
Saint? Sarah? Nope.
I just want co tell you how proud I
am to be a La"nence graduate.
I read your wonderful article on
Pre-;ident Warch (Summer 1999) ::tnd
particularly liked his quote on
Lawrence: "Neither Saint nor Sarah."
As an Eascemer who got inlo
Tufts and Boston College, I too with
pride say, "Neither.., I say,
"L.nvrence University, Appkton.
W1scomin" when asked wh1ch
Lawrt•ncc l attended!
Tho111as C. Hlly,hcs, '77
TVilmiii,S!fc>n, Delaware

That special lawrence link
The article titled "A Day in the
Life of Lawrence" (Fall 1999) was
wonderful! lt renlly brought back
some great memories. I think that
alumni of any graduating year will
see themselves ~omewhere in that
article and remember the special link
that Lawrence has brought to aU of
us. It is so nicL' to have an alumni
publicntion that is worth reading.
Virtorin .Hnson Run110111, '83
CibbonsPillc. Jdoho
Schwerke memories sought
I am eng,lged in editing the autobiography of Trving Schwerke (18931975) and providing appropriate
annot::ttions. Schwcrke was a native
of Appleton \Vho spent the years
between the world wars in Paris .ts
music journalist for many journal~
and newspapers. He rerumed to
Appleton Ill 1940. opening a mmic
srudio with his violinist-companion
Michel Gibson. I would appreciate
all impressions, memories, and
any other data fi-om persons who
knew him.
Domiuiq11e-Rcne de u'mltl
I 'isitin,f!. PrC?(essor t?f' .\ f11sic
Lu1•rc•na• Consen•t~tory c~f .\ f~tsic
.t lpplctoll, rn 5-19 [ 2-0599
delerma@athcnct.11et
http: / l ti'II'I/1,1//IISi(btlSC'.OIJ.!I L / DEL002.htllll
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Trustees receive
interim report
on housing,
food services,
campus life
By Jeffrey Rieste~ '70,
Trustee Liaison to the Task
Force on Reside11tial Life

At its January meeting, the Board
ofTrustees was presented with an
interim report by the Task Force on
R esidential Life. The report outlined
the directions in which the Task
Force wac; headed in preparing its
findings and recommendations for
the Trustees' consideration. The
Board accepted the interim report
and expressed its appreciation for the
good work of the Task Force. The
Board also approved an nddendum
to its original charge to the Task
Force, as a meam for providing
more formal feedback and further
guidance as the Task Force proceeds
with its work in the coming months
(see box, page four).
In the October 1998 charge, the
Board of Trustee'> declared that one
of the reasom for undertaking a
comprehensive review of residential
life was to ensure that the college is
"fair and equitable in its treatment
of all students in the alJocation of
resources and the provision of
housing, dining options, and co- and
extra-curricu lar opportunities." In its
interim report, the Task Force
expressed support for the principle
that students arc entitled to associate
freely and form group and organizations of their own choosing and
endorsed the current practice of
permitting small groups of tudencs
to live together in college-owned
housing (a~ facilities allow).

Colman Hall

Hou si ng

Recognizing that the control and
allocation of re<>idemial space plays a
central role in iso;ues of equity, the
Task Force advanced the proposition
that no student group or orga nization should have a permanent claim
co occupancy in any unit of collegeowned housing and the principle
that the allocation of college-owned
housing should be based on clear and
equitable rules.
The Trustees endorsed the Task
Force's statement of general principle on residential lite and the specific

working principles that apply to
matters of equity, including free
association and the proposition that
no group or organization should
have a permanent claim to campus
housing. On the latter point, the
Trustees stated a proviso that existing
claims to specific housing must be
resolved equitably and charged the
Task Force to include in its work
the development of a detailed plan
for allocating college-owned housing
based on clear and equitable rules, as

well as a timeline tor implementation.
The Task Force i<; also examining the quality and configuration of
residential housing, in all residence
halls, small and theme houses, and
fi-atemities, as wdl as the desirable
occupancy rate for campus housing.
The Task Force has identified a
number of positive aspects about the
college's current arrangements for
housing. In contrast to many other
schools, for example, Lawrence
has successfully built a sense of
community within residential facilities among scudents of different class

years. Nevertheless, Task Force
members expressed the belief that
inadequacies in current housing
put Lawrence at a compt•titive
disadvantage and that significant
additional capac ity in housing will
be required. In its final report, the
Task Force anticipate'> making
specific recommendations for the
Board's consideration concerning
renovation of existing f.'lcilities and
construction of new units of housing.

L aw r e n ce
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Food Services

Addendum to the Charge to the Task Force
on Student Residential Life
Lawrence University Board of Trustees
Adopted. January 21, 2000
The Board of Trustees w1shes to express its appreciation for the dil1gent work of the
Task Force on Student Residential Life and the good progress made to date in
responding to the initial charge from this Board. Included m the Trustees' Interest in
student residential life is the commitment to provide students with rewarding, enjoyable, and attractive social opportunities, whether these be small or large part1es or
other campus events and programs.
The Board has rev1ewed and accepts the Task Force's 1ntenm report and provides
this addendum to the charge as follows:
The Board endorses the statement of pnnoples of res1dent1alllfe.
The Board endorses the following working principles on equity:
Lawrence students may freely associate and form student groups and
organ1zat1ons of their own choosmg (includ1ng Greek-letter sooal
organ1zat1ons).
The allocation of college-owned hous1ng should be based on clear and
equ1table rules.
No student group or organization should have a permanent cla1m to
occupancy in any unit of college-owned housing. Ex1st1ng claims
should be resolved equitably.
The Board empowers the Task Force to acquire any informat1on from
outs1de sources necessary to help determine Improvements to food services.
The Board further acknowledges that the several aspects of the rev1ew being conducted by the Task Force are interrelated and that new 1n1tiat1ves or modifications of
current pract1ce m one area will affect others. In that light. and in prov1d1ng the foregoing statement in th1s addendum to help gUide the Task Force's contlnumg work, the
Board recognizes that any changes that w1ll emanate from the Task Force's final recommendations, to the extent approved by the Board, w1ll be effected over t1me.
While the Board recognized at the outset that the outcomes of the Task Force's
work would call for investments of vanous (though now unspecif1ed) sorts, 1t at the
same t1me now encourages the Task Force to undertake 1ts further work w1th the
understanding that proposed changes accepted by the Board, particularly relat1ng to
the ass1gnment of residential spaces, will not be Implemented unt1l the appropriate
alternative arrangements have been identified and, to at least a degree, Implemented.
Such alternat1ve arrangements may involve new spaces for student organizations
and/or new res1dent1al units or reconfigurations of existmg ones. Included in the foregoing are the identification and creation of social spaces for the campus, whether in
a new or renovated student union or elsewhere. In short, the Board anticipates that
there w1ll be an appropnate period of transition mvolved in responding to the possible outcomes recommended by the Task Force. Accordmgly, 1t charges the Task Force
to develop a detailed plan for residential life and a timetable for 1ts Implementation.
Th1s plan will respond to student needs and Interests to make Lawrence a st1mulatmg
and spmted campus home for current and prospective students
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The Task Force's intcnm report
additionally ob)CrYed that. in order to
fultlll its re.,idcntlal nm<;ion, La\\rence
must emure tlut it provides a high
quality food service th,u is re'\ponsive
to student needs. Whik acknowledging the dedication and enthusiasm
displayed by food ~ervin· employees,
the Task Force believe~ that many
aspects of the college's current food
service do not adequately meet the
needs of the studem body. To more
fully addre~s i~sue\ of management,
adequacy of facilitieo;, co'it. food
preparation/ delivc1y, and tkxibility
in meal plan options. hour-, of '>ei'\'Jces.
and menu Items. the Ta-;k rorce
proposed th<H tlw college m,·estig.ne
alternative-. to the curn:nt food '>l'r\'ICC
model. ln it~ addendum to the charge.
the Board ofT rtl\tl.'e\ t'mpowered
the Task Foret· to .H:quuT .my mformation from out..,idt• '>Ourct·., necess:try
to help detl.'rmine nnprownlelll' to
food Sl.'rvice.

Campus Activities
The need for more and better group
meeting space tor campu-; activitie'> and
the ability of the current Union to
accommodate campus lite activities arl.'
also concerns the Task Foret• plam to
address in it., tlnal rl.'porc. Although the
Ta~k Force h<h not yet n:.Khed 'Pt'Citlc
conclusions in the .uea of campus life.
it is certain that thL· tina I rl.'port ''ill
contain J recommt·rH.b tJon that a new
or substantially renovated campu'
center be developed.
It is anticipated that the Task Force's
final report will be presented to tht·
Board ofTrustces .It its October meeting. The interim report of the T.1sk
Force on R e'>idemial Life and the
Board's original chargl.' art' available at
www.lawrence.edu / taskforce/ reslitc/ in
terim_report.... hrml .md www.lawn:nce.
edu/ ta,ktorceI re-,li te I chargt·. 'hun I,
respecriwly. LT
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Kayser, Merrell, Weaver

New on board
Lewis "Lars" Lofgren, owner and
chief executive officer of A.D.E.,
Inc., Chicago, and Catheryn "Katy"
Hoehn, '64, a school counselor in
Fullerton, California, have been
named to three-year terms on the
Board of Trustees.
Lofgren, who lived in Appleton
fi·om 1963-80 while working for
Kimberly-Clark, purchased A. D .E.,
Inc., a plastic cushioning material
and custom packing products company, fi-om Kimberly-Clark in 1980.
He earned a bachelor's degree from
Dartmouth College and the Master
ofl3usiness Administration degree
from the University of Chicago.
He is the father of two Lawrence
graduates, Jacob J. Lofgren, '93, and
Katherine Lofgren PhilJips, '93.
Hoehn, a fonner French teacher
at Fullerton Union High Scl10ol, has
served as counselor and scholarship
coordinator at Fullerton's Troy High
School since 1989. She previously
served as an alumna trustee from
1994-1997.
In addition to a Bachelor of Arts
degree fi·om Lawrence, Hoehn holds
master's degrees in French education
and psycholof:,ry from the University
ofRedlands and the University of

LaVerne.
Nominated by the
Alumni Association and
elected by the Board of
Trustees were three
new alunm.i trustees:
Thomas C. Kayser,
'58, attorney and managing partner, Robins,
Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi, Minneapolis;
Priscilla Peterson Weaver, C '69,
attorney and partner, Mayer, Brown
& Platt, Chicago; andjames H .
Merrell, '75, professor of history,
Vassar ColJege.
Lawrence thanks the following
individuals who completed their
service on the Board
ofTntstees in 1999:
jeffrey H. Colman,
'76, Larry A.
Domash, '81, Ellen
E. Douglass, '74, and
Chxis J. Hartwig. LT
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mid-month, with painting to folJow.
Floor by floor, the laboratories and
classrooms have begun to take shape.
The exterior stone work is
complete, and only a few spots on
the building's outer shell remain
unfinished. The northern and eastern
facades have an Ashlar stone face,
rather than traditional brickwork,
which adds a distinctive feature to
the structure. Also known as Fond
du Lac stone, Ashlar has a rugged
appearance that complements similar
stone work on neighbming Main
Hall and Y oungchild Hall. Work is
moving fonvard on placing Flame
stone trim on the eastern exterior
wall that will become part of the
Atrium. It is decorative, smooth
limestone, which will add texture to
the glass-enclosed space between the
new building and Y oungchild. The
structural steel for the Atrium is
being installed, and work is scheduled to begin on the fi·ames and glass
panels the first week of March.
A three-story glass-block wall

New science
building takes
shape
The cold and snow of
a northeast Wisconsin
winter, albeit a mnder
one than usual, have not slowed
construction of Lawrence's new
science facility. February, in f.<ct,
witnessed an upsurge in activity,
with Boldt Construction increasing
the number of workers to 90.
With nearly all of the interior
frames that define the walls
completed, drywalling began

on the west side anchors the plaza
between the science facility and
Orn1sby Hall. The third-floor walkway between the new facility and
Y oungchild HalJ will offer some
breathtaking views. Surrounded by
the Atrium's glass shell, the bridge
w ill present an outstanding vista of
Main Hall to the north and of the
Fox River to the south. SB
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Archaeologist Carol
Mason honored as
.
a p1oneer
Carol Mason, adjunct professor of
anthropology, is one of ten archaeologists featured in a new book titled
Grit Tempered: Early I Vomen Archaeol-

o.<?ists in the So11theastem United States.

co-directed, with her husband, Ronald
Mason, professor emeritus of anth ropology, five field seasons of Lawrence
archaeological excavations on Rock
Island in Door Counrv the most
' '
extensive digs ever undertaken there.
She has authored three dozen
published artic1es, many of which
deal with her research on prehistoric
Indians in Wisconsi11, and she is
cuiTently engaged in sorting
and cataloging many of the
artifacts in the Wells Collection,
a 30,000-piece collection
bequeathed last year co the
Lawrence anrhropoloblJ'
department by a Door County
resident. RP

Freshman Studies
lectures available
on-line

Carol and Ronald Mason

H er autobiographical chapter, titled
Ain't The English Department,''
i~ a memoir of her experiences as
an undergraduate student in the
1950s at Florida State University
and her early years as a professional
archaeologist.
Among the first women in
the South ever to pursue a Ph.D.
in anthropology, Mason al o was
honored at the Southeastern Archaeological Conference in November
for her contributions to the study of
archaeology in the southea tern
United States.
Mason, who is retired from a
31-year teaching career at the University of Wisconsin- Fox Valley,
previously served on the Lawrence
faculty as a visiting professor during
the 1989-90 academtc year and has
~ al<io taught at St. Norbert College
.:;; and the University of Wi consinGreen Bay. From 1969-73, she
"Thi~

f
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Four faculty lectures from
the Freshman Studies program
are available on the Lawrence
website in both RealAudio
and Quicktime formats.
l ncluded in the seties are lectures
on the foUowing works:
A Room C?.f One's Own by Virginia
Woolf, delivered by Wendy Nicholson, a sistant professor of history.

The tmct11re of Scient[flc Revollltiou by Thomas Kuhn, delivered by
john Dreher, Lee Claflin-Robert S.
Ingraham Professor of Philosophy.
The Beak c!f the Finch by
Jonathan Weiner, delivered by Beth
De Stac;io. '83, associate professor
ofbiology and the Raymond H.
H erzog Professor of Science.
ymphc>ll)' No. 5 in C minor by
Ludwig van Beethoven, delivered by
Bridget Michaele Reisch!, associate
professor of music and the KimberlyClark Profe sor of Music.
The lectures last approximately
one hour apiece and were recorded
in November and January. LT

+ http: / / www.lawrence.edu / dept/
freshma n_studies/ fsl ectu res.sh tml

An honorary degree for
operatic conductor Fricke
What do you do when your visiting
speaker is a world-class orchestra
conductor? Loan him your orchestra.
Heinz Fricke, musical director
of the Washington Opera, conducted the Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra in a
perfom1ance of
Richard Wagner's
"Ride of the
Valkyries" during
his November 2
appearance as
opening guest
speaker of
Lawrence's 19992000 convocation series.
Widely considered one of the
world's leading conductors of the
Gennan repertoire, Fricke was
appointed musical director of the
Washington Opera in 1992 following his debut there conducting Der

Jliegeude l-lollander.
Fticke directed the Berlin State
Opera from 1961-91 and the Norwegian National Opera fi·om 198490. He also has conducted frequently
at the Deutsche Oper Berlin, as well
as in Munich, Brussels, Copenhagen,
Paris, Stockholm, Milan, and Madrid.
President Richard Warch,
co nferrin g upon F1i cke the honorary
degree Doctor of Fine Arts, noted:
"Those who know your work
have praised your understanding of
musical tradition. your innovative
interpretations, and your meticulous
technique. Your life's work and your
devotion to your art serve as models
not just for those of our students
who aspire to be conductors, and
indeed not just for those committed
to music, but for all in the Lawrence
community who seek excellence and
exhibit passion in their work."
Presentation of the honorary
degree wa made by J ohn Carl
Hilton, '00, Greenwood Village,

INSIDE
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Colorado. Lawrence's invitation to
Maestro Fricke was issued through
the good offices of M. Jon Vondracek, '60, vice-president for external
relations at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies in Washington, D.C., and a member of the
Lawrence Board of Trustees. LT

State Farm makes
$250,000 scholarship gift
The State Farm Mutual Automobile
Insurance Company of Bloomington, Illinois, has long and generously
supported higher education. This
past October, the company made
a grant of $250,000 to Lawrence
University.
This grant was made in honor
of former President C urtis W. Tan,
the 12th president of the college.
President Tarr
served on the
board of directors
of State Farm
from 1985 to
1998, and be
asked that the
entire sum be used
to establish the
Pamela Elizabeth
Tarr Scholarship in honor of his
daughter and to augment
several existing scholarslups honoring
other members of his family.
After serving as president of
Lawrence from 1963 to 1969,
President Tarr spent a number of
years in Washington, D.C., serving
as Assistant Secretary for Manpower
and Reserve Affairs of the U.S. Air
Force from 1969 to 1970; Director
of the Selective Service System fi-om
1970 to 1972; and Undersecretary of
State from 1972 to 1973. Following
ills stay in Wasrungton, Tarr became
vice-president of Deere & Company
from 1973 to 1983 and then served
as dean and professor of the Johnson
School of Management at Cornell

A "make-over" for the Memorial Chapel lobby, restrooms, and balcony stairwells,
completed in November, has added brightness and a welcoming ambience to the historic
building. Enhancements to the lobby include fumed oak interior doors, three chandeliertype overhead light fixtures and 21 matching half-moon wall sconces, and a three-color
patterned marmoleum floor that has a marble tile appearance. The renovations were
made possible by the generous support of Dorothy S. Hoehn (see back cover). LT

University from 1984 to 1990. From
1992 to 1998, he was vice-chairman
of the lntermet Corporation in
Atlanta, the largest independent
foundry company in the vvorld.
Now retired, he resides in Savannah,
Georgia, with his wife, Katherine. LT

Physicists honor
Brandenberger
John Brandenberger, the Alice G.
Chapman Professor of Physics, bas
been elected a fellow of the American
Physical Society. He is the first physicist at Lawrence to be so honored.
Election to fellowship status in
the APS is highly selective and limited to no more than one-half of one
percent of the organization's 41,000
members. ln announcing Branden-

berger's selection, the APS cited him
for "stimulating incorporation of
laser physics in undergraduate curricula,
for advocacy of undergraduate
research, and for creative leadership
in building an exemplary undergraduate pl1ysics program."
A specialist in atomic physics
and laser spectroscopy, Brandenberger has played a leading role in
building Lawrence's unique Laser
Palace, expanding the physics
department's instructional program,
and introducing an annual series of
weekend physics workshops for outstanding high school science students.
A member of the Lawrence
faculty since 1968, Professor Brandenberger earned his bachelor's
degree from Carleton College and
the Ph.D. at Brown University. R.P
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Endowed by
their creators ...
Lawrence announces six professorial chairs
By Cordo11 Brow11

Together, they represent 119 years of teaching at
Lawrence, an average of 20 years apiece. All have
received either the college's Young Teacher Award
or its Excellence in Teaching Award, and one has
been honored with both. Their scholarly interests
range from orchestral music to laser light and from
Protestant Pentecostalism to Caenorhabditis elegans.
Their work at Lawrence has been underwritten by
significant grants from the National Science Foundation, the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, the
National Endowment for the Humanities, and
other foundations and agencies. Announced by
President Richard Warch at the opening Matriculation Convocation of the new academic year,
they are the impressive individuals appointed this
past fall to hold six endowed professorships.
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The Professors
orry A zzi, ' 65, professor of economics, is
the Edwin N. and Ruth Z. West Professor
of Economics. A speci::llist in public expenditures and welfare economico; and aurhor of
the book l:"q11i ty and #_fflcieucy ~tfects Ji'om
Maupo111er Pn~l!rmns, Azzi joined the faculty in
1970. He earned his bacht:lor's degree Sl/11111111 mm laude
from Lawrence and the Ph. D . in economics fi·om H arvard
Un iversity. I Ie received the college's Excellence in Teaching Award in 1997.
K enneth Boz eman , a member of the faculty smce 1977,
holds the Frank C. Shattuck Professorship in Music. A
voice teacher, Bozeman has been an active pcrfom1er of
oratorio, singing with th e Mi lwaukee Symphony,
Louiwille Bach Society. and Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra,
among mhers. and is a frequent perfonner on Wisconsin
Public Radio'c; ·'Sunday Afternoon from the Elvehjem."
H e holds perfonnance degrees from Baylor University and
the University of Arizona and is a past recipient of both the
Young Teacher ( 1980) and Excellence in Teaching (199(>)
Awards.
John Brandenberger io; the new AliCI: G. Chapman Professor of Physics. A nationally recognized researcher m
atomic physics and laser science, Brandenberger hac;
received more than 20 rese::~rch grants and fellowships from
the National Science Foundation and R esearch Corporation, among others. A member of the Lnvrence faculty
since 1968, he received the Excellence in Teaching Award
in 1995. l lc earned hts bachelor's degree from Carleton
College and the Ph.D. in physics from Brown University.
Eliz abe th D e Stasio, ' 83, associate professor of biology,
has been appointed to the Raymond H. H enog Professorship in Science. De Stao;io began her teaching career at
Lawrence as a visiting professor during the 19HH-89 academic
year, then rejoined the f.1ctdty in 1992 under the auspices
of a $700,000 grant fi·om the H oward ll ughes Medical
Institute to establish a program in molecular biology. She
was n.mlCd Outstanding Young Teacher in 1996. A summa
wm la11de gr.1duate of Lawrence, she earned her Ph.D. 111
molecular biology from l3rown University.
Bridget-Michaele Reisc hl, associate professor of mustc
and director of the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra since
1992. wa-, named to the Ktmberly-Clark Professorship in
Music. In 1995, Reisch) bec.tme the first woman and the
first American to \.vin Italy's Antonio Pedrotti International
Competition for Orchcstr,l Conductors. Recipient of the
Outstanding Young Teacher Award in 1994, she earned
her Bachelor of Muc;ic degree at the Eastman School of
Music and an Artisl I )iploma from the University of

Hartford H.mt School of
Music.
George Saunders, professor of <lnthropology, is
the Henry Merritt Wrisron Professor of Social
Science. A c;pecialist in
cultural ,md psychologJcal anthropology, Saunders joined the Lawrence
f.1culty in 1977. H is
research on Protestant
Saunders, Wnston professor
Pentecmtalic;m in Italy
hac; been funded by
grants from the National Science Foundation and the
National Endowment for the Humanities. R ecipient of the
Young Teacher Award in 19H I, Saunders c.m1ed his bachelor's degree at Claremont Men's College and the Ph.D. m
anthropology at rhe University of Califomia- San Diego.

The Professorships
he West Professorship was established in
I 989 by Edwin N. and Ruth Zmk Wec;t.
Edwin West, a 1932 Lawrence graduate, pur<;ued a legal c:1rccr that spanned five decades
Jnd served as a truc;tce ofLawrence from 1985
until his death in I990. He was general counsd
for Schlumbcrg, Ltd., from 1961 until h1s retirement in
1976; had served previouc;ly as an attorney for Marathon
Corporation; and is remembered as a e<.perially staunch
supporter of Lawrence. Ruth West died in 11)92.
The Shattuck Professorship was established in 1969 by
Ruth Han' ood Shattuck, '06, and augmenrcd through a
gift from the estate of her son. Frank C. Shattuck, who died
this past May (see page 27). Ruth Shattuck se1-ved as a
Lawrence trustee from 1920 to 1971, and Frank was an
active and vital member of the board for more than 20
years, begi nning in 1977. In addition, his architectural firm
designed -;even campus budding<>, including the MusicDrama Center and Youngchild Hall ofSncnce, and he was
a principal donor to the Shattuck H all of Mus1c, dedicated
in 1991 and named for his mother.
The Chapma n Chair was established in 1935 at
Milwaukee-Downer College lhrough a bequest from Alice
Chapman, a tmstee of Milwaukee-Downer from 19021935. Chapman Library at M - D was named for her and
her parcms, Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Chap111an. MilwaukeeDowner's teakwood room, donated by Alice, o nce was a
part of the Chapman home in Milwaukee, wa<; then moved
to the Chapman Library. and now is located in Jason
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Downer Commons on Lawrence's Appleton campus. Alice
Chapman also endowed a chair in music named for her
f.1ther.
Endowed in 1980 by the 3M Foundation, the Herzog
Professorship honors the career and accomplishments of
R aymond I lerzog. '38. H e serYed as chief executi\·e officer
and ch.1irman of the board of 3M, spent 11 years as a member of the Lawrence Board of Tmstees, and was awarded an
honorary I )octor of Law<> degree in 1979. A recent gift by
Jane Cobb 1 k rzog in memory of her late husband has
added <>ignific<lntly to the building fund for Lawrence\ new
science building. now under construction.

Slocum of Milwaukee.
Gertrude Slocum served as
a member of Lawrence's
L3oard of Trustees from
1933-61. Henry Merritt
Wriston was Lawrence's
prec;ident from 1925-3 7,
Kimberly-Clark Professor Re1schl
leaving to assume the presidency of Brown University. The Wric;ton Art Center on
thL' Lawrence campus, opened in 1989, is named for Pre<;ident Wriston and his wife, Ruth l3igelow Wriston.

What is a chair?
The Kimberly-Clark Foundation established its professorship in 1995 in recognition and support of th e contribution
Lawrenn ..· 1nake<; to the quality of cultural life in the Fox
Cities. The Kimberly-Clark Corporation, which also sponsors
Lawrence's Jan Series, endowed a Kimberly-Clark Honor
Scholar~hip in 1983, a merit scholarsh ip for students with
strong high school records who will contribute <>ignificantly
tO the life or the Lawrence community.
The Wriston Chair was e tablished in 1959 in honor of
Lawrence\ L'ighth pre-.idcnt by A. Lester .md Gertrude
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ltho ugh Dun ca n Phyfe, who made chairs,
or Eugene lo nesco, who wrote The
C/J(Iirs, or Jesse H e lms, w ho IS a
chairlman], might disagree, in academ ic
circles, a chair is an intangible so111ething
conferred in recognition of wry tangible
accomplishments. Nearly as old as the concept of 1111irwsity
itsdf (which usually is dated from the foundmg of a university-like entity at Bologna in 1OHH), designation of a
profec;.,orship in a giYen field is likewise a European im·emion.

From a Lawrence alumni magazine
published during the presidency of
Douglas Maitland Knight (1954-63)
comes this photo of faculty members in
named professorships. On the opposite
page, from left: James Stewart and
Andrew Berry, mathematics; Stephen
Darling, chemistry; Maurice Cunningham, classics; and W. Paul Gilbert,
physics. On this page, from left:
President Knight, Herbert Spiegelberg,
philosophy; E. Graham Waring, religion;
and Vernon W. Roelofs, history.

Cartographer Ger;udus Mercator, for example, was
appointed in 1552 to the chair of cosmology at the university in Duisburg, Germany, which presumably issued an
immediate press release to announce the appointment and
brag on Mercator's qualifications.
Dean of the Faculty Brian C. Rosenberg believes that, at
Lawrence, the institution of professorial chairs can provide a
mechanism for the college to encourage and enable "faculty
development at both ends- that is, for senior faculty members
as well as younger ones.
"The challenge," Rosenberg continues, "is to find a way
to appropriately reward senior faculty without din1inishing
their teaching, which is what they do best and why they are
at Lawrence."
A large university, the dean says, might reward recipients
of professorial chairs by giving them released time from
teaching. Lawrence and other institutions of its size and type
can't do that, or at least don't want to.
"We want to find ways to honor the best of our teachers
without taking them away from their students," he says.
Dean Rosenberg has some ideas about doing exactly
that, suggestions for better utilizing and recognizing the holders
of Lawrence's many endowed professorships that he first
introduced at a faculty meeting in M::ty 1999.
First, he proposes ::1 fund to provide opportunities for

faculty-student collaborative research between senior professors and the best of their students. This already happens at
Lawrence, especially in the natural and social sciences: senior
faculty members holding professorial chairs are a natural
resource for this type of teaching by doing. Collaborative
research, Rosenberg says, is a win-win situation that gives the
faculty member support for and assistance with his or her
research and also benefits students.
Second, the dean emphasizes, "We must showcase the
teaching excellence of our named professors, providing multiple opportunities for them to share their knowledge and skills
with others through lectures, Lunch at Lawrence presentations,
personal interaction with the donors of their chairs, and so
forth.
In summary, he says, "We make available a number of
avenues for professional development of younger faculty
members: leaves, grants, workshops, and other incentives.
Thoughtfully used, professorial chairs offer some interesting
and exciting possibilities for £1culty development farther
down the professorial career path -possibilities that we shall
be investigating and evaluating in tl1e years to come." LT

+

http:! /www.lawrence.edu / dept/faculty_dean /
tcaching/awards.shtml
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By Steve// Blodgett

on the
Block

In The Nature of a Liberal College (as
every recent Lawrence graduate
should know), Henry Wriston
Introducing the faculty
wrote that "practices change but
Class of 1999-2000
principles abide." While his words
were meant to speak to more lofty
considerations of educational change and stability in the rapidly
changing world of the early 20th century, they apply equally to a subtle
transformation taking place today at Lawrence.
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This past full, the college welcomed
33 new faculty members, one of the
largest influxes of new teacht:rs in
years, with 12 of the new faculty
members on tenure-track appointments. The previom fall, 22 new
members of the faculty joined the colBankas
lege at the start of the school year and
four tenure-track appointments were
made. While many of these new f..1culty
members were hired to fill short-term
needs sabbatical leave replacements, visiting professorships sue h .ts
the Stephen Edward ScartT Memorial
Professorship, temporary replacements
for fuc.:ulty who have left for other
horizons, etc. - they reflect a larger
Bodin
phenomenon , a steady changing of
the guard within the faculty ranks. Tenure-track teaching
appoinlments in particular represent a major investment in
the college's future.
Lawrence, like other colleges and universities across the
nation, ts fitced with what hac; become known as the "graying of the professoriate." Faculty members who came to
Lawrence 1n lhe '50s and '60s are nearing retirement or have
moved on to cmcrit11s ~tattts. The roll call of retirements over
the past five years speaks for itself Chaney, Damp, Ross, and
Stanley: Uremer: Joel; Del ow. Brackenridge. Palmquist,
Reed, and Smalley: LaMarca. Martinez-Serros. Ma<;on,
Richman, and Thomp~on.
Who arc the Ill'\\ tenure-crack faculty members and
what might rhc1r arrival portend for the future of Lawrence
education? Here is a glimpse at the faculty Class of 19992000.

Atis Bankas, music H aving migrated ti·om Kaunas,
Lithuania, to Moscow, Toronto. and finally Appleton, Atis
Dankas is a graduate of rhe Lithuanian State Conservatory
and completed his postgraduate study in violin perfor111ance
at the Moscow Tchaikovo;ky Conservatory. Bringing nearly
two decades of teaching experience, he has taught violin
and chamber mmic at the University ofToronto. Toronto
Royal Conservacory of Music, and Gnesin Pedagogical
Institute in Moscow. H is orchestral credits include being
concertmaster of the Canadian Chamber Academy Orchestra, first section violinist for the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra, .md .lSSio;tant concertmaster of the Lithuanian
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Philharmonic Orchestra. He has served as arti~tic director
of the Windennere Music Festival, lhc Niagara International Chamber Music Festival, and the Canadian Chamber
Academy.

Philippe Bodin, music Born in Calais, France, Philippe
Bodin completed a Bachelor of Music degree in voice perfonnance at Oberlin College and went on to earn the
M.M.A. and D.M.A. in music compmit1on from Yale
University. His composit1onc; include
works for orchestra, traditional chamber ensemble, and chamber ensemble
with voice; a piece for mixed a cappella
choir, a string sextet, and an oboe
-;core for film; and computer-generated music for the stage. H e has been
a visiting assistant professor at the Illinois Wesleyan University School of
M usic, a voice teacher for the Conscrvatoire lntermusique in Orly, France,
Dudley
and a music director and vocal coach
for the StudiOpera in Paris and has
se1vcd as music director of the Opera
llascule. At Lawrence, he teaches
composition and music theory.

Katherine Dudley, theatre and
drama, comes to Lawrence by way
of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, where she earned her Ph.D. in
Gray
theatre. As an actor and director, she
has been mvolved in productions at the University of
Nebraska, Southwest Missouri State University, the Tent
Theatre of Springfield, Missouri, and the Lebanon Commumty Theatre. She brings to the Lawrence theatre and
drama department an interest in 20th-century American
theatre, including popular theatre of the 1930s and the
dynamics of corporate funding on Broadw::ty, and is teaching introductory courses in acting, dramatic criticism, and
history of the origins of modem theatre. She will direct the
T erm IH play, The Little Foxes by Lillian H ellman. Dudley
add-. new depth ro an already strong departmental line-up
and will help carry forward Lawrence's long-standing tradition of excellence in theatre.

Natasha Gray, history As described in the Spring 1997
i-.,ue of Lawre11ce Today ("History for .1 Global Future"), the
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anthropology ,
geology .
English ,
mathematics

Lawrence history department has
adopted a global history approach,
concentrating on the interactions
between and Jmong societies that
have most significantly shaped the
contemporary world. Natasha Gray
Hastings
helps b1·ing that effort to another level,
by adding an Afi·ican component to
the department's offerings. Lawrence's
first full-time Afiican historian, Gray
has designed survey courses that span
the h.istory of the continent, fi·om
early civilizations and Aftican kingdoms and empires to the introduction
of lslam and the trade in enslaved
Africans on through colonialism, the
Hoch
struggle for independence, and the
problems facing newly created or re-est~1blished nations.
Courses on Medieval I Vest Jt{lica/1 Empires, The TmllsAtlmllir Sfm;e Trade, and Cmder in 20th-Century Africa will
offer a n"lore in-depth ex:unjnation. A graduate of Bryn
Mawr College, with a Ph.D. in Afi·ic:m history fi·om
Columbia University. Gray has concentrated her own
rese;~rch interest~ on West Africa, specifically Ghana. Her
dissertation dealt with witchcraft, sorcery, and the attempts to
control them in colonial Ghana, where she lived for a year.

Julie Hastings, anthropology Having done research in
Guatemab, Mexico, the Philippines, and Bangladesh, Julie
Hastings further strengthens the international character of
Lawrence's anthropology department. A University of
Michigan Ph.D. and a graduate ofWellesky College, she is
the recipient of a pre-dissertation training grant from the
National Science Foundation, a National Women's Studies
Research Award from the Woodrow Wilson Foundation,
and a National Institute of Mental Health National
Research Service Aw::~rd. She has worked ac; a domesticviolence crisis worker at a shelter in California, a minority
youth outreach coordinator for 4-H/ VlSTA, and a community-development project consultant in Cebu, Philippines. A specialist in Latin Ametican anthropology, her
professional interests include Latin American cultures, state
violence in Latin America, refugees and human tights, and
gender srudjes.

Anthony Hoch, geology With a background in aqueous
geochemistry and an interest in the interaction of minerals
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and natural waters, Tony Hoch expand-; Lawrence's expertise in environmental studies, complememing the work of
Bart De Stasio, '82, in aquatic biology and the ecology of
Lake Winnebago and the Fox River and fellow geologist
Jeff Clark's research in geomorphology (the movement of
water, solute, and sediment through the landscape). Hoch
received his Ph.D. in geology and geochemist1y from the
University of Wyomjng ~md served as a hydrologist and
N~1tional Research Council research associate with the U.S.
Geological Sutvcy's Water Resource Division before joining the Lawrence faculty. At USGS, he studied waters from
rivers, wells, lakes, snowpacks, and
soils in regions ranging from the
American West to the Florida Everglades. He teaches introductory
courses in geology and environmental
science, geochemistry, crystallography, and ctyst<ll chemistry, as well as a
seminar in biogeochemical cycles.

Karen Hoffmann, '87, English,
returned to her alnw 111ater in 1998 as a
lecturer in the English department.
Upon completing her Ph.D. in English and American literature from
Indiana University, she was appointed
a tenure-track assistant professor of
English in 1999. A scholar of not only
modem American literature but also
African American literature, her hiring
has allowed the English Department
Hunsicker
to plan a series of courses in that subject area. Her Term Ill offering, Sur''e}' q{ 1'"1_{1-ican A 111en"can Literature represents the first known
English course at Lawrence to focus exclusively on the
literary tradition of African Americans, fi·om slave narratives
through the Harlem Renaissance to the present. Hoffinann
also plans to teach an advanced course on Selected Studies i11
African A111erica11 Fictio11, with possible topics including the
literature of the Harlem Renaissance, African American
biography, and contemporary Afiican American fiction.
With a background and interest in gender studies, she plans
to contribute a cross-listed course, Studies in Gender and Literatllre, with a focus that will change from year to year and
topics that will include such subjects as gender and the literature of war, gender and autobiography, and gender and
modernist literature.

statistics,
classics,
chemistry
m u s i c

Eugenie Hunsicker, mathematics A u1n.RJJa wu1 ln11de
graduate of Have1ford College, with a Ph.D. fi·om the
University of Chicago, Hunsicker is a specialist in geometry and topology. As a lecturer in mathematics at Chicago
during her doctoral studies, she was awarded the Lawrence
and Josephine Graves Prize in Teaching (mathematics) and
the Physical Sciences Division Teaching Prize. Her
research interests lie in the area of analysis of non-compact
manifolds, but she is also interested in encouraging women
to pursue careers in mathematics and science and hopes to
contribute to Lawrence's efforts in that regard (see Lnwrencc
Today, Spting 1997, "Beyond the
Impostor Complex: Lawrence Women
in Science").

degrees in the field fi·om Yale,
McNeill brinbrs a passionate dedication to Greek and Roman history to
the classics department's traditional
strengths in the Latin and Greek languages and the literature of ancient
civilizations. In addition to courses on
the grandeur that \Vas Rome and
Peticlean Athens, all of which are
cross-listed in the history department,
McNeill will offer a course in early
medieval his tory.

Noll

Robert Noll, chemistry A nwg11a
Cll/11 /nude Carleton College alumnus

Joy Jordan, statistics, completed
her Ph.D. in statistics at the University
of Iowa. A product of a liberal arts
family environment her sister
Jenny, '86, is a Lawrence alumna and
her father is a chemistry professor at
Cornell College in Iowa she Jordan
attended Indiana University as an
undergraduate. Jordan's appointment
ref1ects an increasing interdepartmental emphasis on statistical competency
at Lawrence and the fact that various
departments, such as :mthropology,
biology, economics, and psychology,
incorporate or require statistics in their
majors. Jordan brings an interest and
expertise in statistical education, McNeill
order-restricted inference, and categorical data analysis. One area she hopes to pursue as part
of the mathematics department is offering career advising
and even a potenria] course in actuarial sciences.

Randall McNeill, classics With the retirement ofhisrory
professor Wi lliam Chaney, Lawrence lost its resident
medievalist, but the college's loss also presented an opportunity in the fom1 of Randall McNei ll. A decision was
made to move the vacant teaching slot fi·om history to the
classics departmt:nt because it has long been the intention to
make classics a two full-timt: member dep:11tment.
Graduating Slllllllln C/1111 ln11de with a degree in classics fi·om
Harv;1rd University and going on to e;1m M.A. and Ph.D.

with a Ph.D. in physical chemistry
fi·om the University of Wisconsin- Serbo
Madison, l{_ob Noll b1ings to the Lawrence chcmistty
department a specialization in analytical chemistJy,
advanced instrument analysis, and environmental chemistry. After completing his degree, he pursued post-doctoral
study at the University ofWarwick, Coventty, England, as
a visiting fellow at the Institute for Mass Spectromet1y, and
at the water chemistry program at Madison. He is coauthor of several studies published in Allnlyticnl Chemistry,
the joumal <if Physical Chemistry, and the Joumal C?f Chromato.~mphy and, in addition to teaching introductory chemisny and physical chemistry courses, is expected to lend a
hand to Freshman Studies.

Rico Serbo, music A California native and University of
the Pacific graduate, Rico Serbo began his c;:~reer with the
San Francisco Opera ;:~nd has served as principal tenor of
the Bavarian State Theater in Munich and Theater der
Stadt Koblcnz. He has perfom1ed in operas and concerts
throughout the world, fi·om Amsterdam, Belf.v,t, Berlin,
and Tel Aviv to Hong Kong, Singapore, China, M:~laysia,
1ndonesia, the Philippines, and Auckland, New Zealand.
His Ametican engagements have included tbe New York
City Opera, San Diego Oper<l, Washington Opera, Greater
Miam_i Opera, and the Opera Company of Boston, among
others. Along with Karen Leigh-Post, '79, and Pattice
Michaels Bedi, who joined the faculty in 1996 and 199-t,
respectively, he joins veterans R.ick 13jella, Ken Bozeman,
and Ma1i Taniguchi in the conservatory's voice department.
LT
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Lawrence lends a hand to K-12 educators
By Gorrlo11 Bro11111

It can't be any fun to work in a fishbowl. As
hockey goalie Jacques Plante once said,
"How would you like a job w here, if you
n1ake a 1nistake, a big red light goes on and
18,000 people boo?"
Teaching n1ust feel like that, son1e days:
everybody's watching and nobody's clapping.
Jacques Barzun said it another way, almost 50
years ago, and, regrettably, his insight still
rings true: "Teaching is not a lost art, but the
regard for it is a lost tradition."
Happily, not everybody is sitting on the
sidelines. Lawrence U niversity, with its own
strong tradition of excellent teaching, is out
there on the ice with the teachers and
administrators of K-12 education, playing
the game to win. H ere's how:
Lawrence offers a variety of opportuniti es for teachers to
leam to teach and, especially, to learn to teach better:
undergraduate preparation for teacher certification; the
examples of highly regarded alumni in the teaching profession; on-campus institutes and seminars; teacher-to-teacher
programs; education al-enrichment programs for K- 12
students; voluntary tutoring and mentoring by Lawrence
students; active involvement of Lawrence faculty members
in pedagogical and curricular issues; and more.
Teacher Ed u cation
Lawrence University believes that the most effective teachers are those who possess a mastery of their subject areas,
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understand the inten·dationships among different fields of
knowledge, and make a commitment to lifelong leaming
- ail of which are hallmarks of a liberally educated person
-says Stewart C. Purkey, associate professor of education
and the Bee Connell Mielke Professor of Education.
A solid grounding in an academ ic discipline and exposure
to cross-disciplinary and interdisciplinary styles of learning
fom1 the foundation of teacher education at Lawrence. In
addition, Purkey adds, Lawrence expects of its future teachers
that they be familiar with and able to use the best pedagogical
knowledge available, can arti culate a coherent philosophy of
education that guides decisions about what and how to teach,
and are able to think carefully and critically about their own
practice. While Lawrence does not offer a major in education,
its Department of Education provides opportunities for students studying the liberal arts to receive professional preparation
to become licensed teachers in the public schools.
Typically, 12 to 15 percent of each graduating class
(approximately 30 to 37 graduates each year) attain teaching
certification. Students who seek certification to teach at the
secondary level (middle and senior high, grades 6-12) may
choose from nearly every academic area in which Lawrence
offers a major. Students who want to teach art receive specialfield certification for teaching grades K-12. Certification to
teach music - choral 6-12, general K-12, or instrumental
K-12- is available through the Conservatory of Music and
the education department. Students may also add English as a
Second Language certification to certification in any of the
other majors. Students who qualify graduate in four years
with the Bachelor of Arts degree in their major and teacher
certification.
Although Lawrence does not have an elementary-education program, most majors can prepare a student for a career
in that area, Purkey says. Lawrence graduates often continue
their studies in either Master of Arts in Teaching programs or
certification programs specifically for elementary education.
The latter generally take two years to complete, following the
undergraduate degree, but since most undergraduate elcmentaiy education programs at public universities take five to six
years to complete, the time spent at Lawrence acquiring a
soljd liberal-arts education does not set students back and, in
fact, serves as exceUent preparation for an MAT program.

had bet•n much better prepared by che1r educ.mon couf\es
and the1r subJeCt-area cour;es tor the clas'>l''> tht') pre,enrl)
teach.
Whl'n principals were asked to compare Lawren ce-educated teachers to others of \imilar e~pcricnce, .1 thml wl're
rated within the top 5 percent, more ch.m h.tlf \WIT ranked
among top I0 percent, nearly three-qu.Jrter'i fell within the
top 20 percent, and virtually .111 of the Ll\vrmce-prt'pared
tt•acherc; were rated in the top 30 percent. When compat;ng
them to all other teachers, regardless of years of experience,
the principals put more than half of the Llwrentians in the
top I 0 percent, 8 -+ percent in the top 30 percent, and all
Lawrence graduates in the top half

Rachael Smithers, '00, right, wtth student mentee Mtssy Marker at Little
Chute High School
E.1ch tc.Khing candidate undertakes an 18-week ~tudent
teaching ac;-;ignmenc, usually during the fi~t tem1 ofhio; or her
senior } car. A 13d1 term (immediately following gradu.mon)
i'> ,l\'ail.lble for ~tudents "ho ha\'e completed all gr.1duat1on
requirt'nH.'JJt\ cxn:pt the student-teaching cluster of course-;.
For non- tr.H.IitionJl students. such as women reentering the
work fore~: and adults who are comidering a career change,
~
'
Lnvrt·nce otler;; the c;equence of education courses rt·quirt·d
for c~:rtification beyond the degree, including student tt:aching,
at discounted tuition rates and able to be completed in one
and one-h::llf years. In all, the Department of Education ~end~
approximately 35 co llege students into practiCL·-tcaching
situation' in Fox V .11ley area schools each year.
The Urban Education Program offered in Chicago by
the As\OL iatcd College-; of the Midwest provide'i c;tudt•nt.,
ti·om mt•mber collegt''> a chance to do student teaching 111 .m
urban or mner-city setting. Internship placement-; include a
,·arict} of.,chook public, pri,·ace. or alternative: tradition,JI or
progresc;ivt'; muln- or mono-lingual: regular or spt•cial t•du
cation; netghborhood or magnet. The program .1lso oflcr'i
c;umnH~r cottr'>t's ll'ading to bilin6'1.tal or ESL certific,ttion .md
additional Sl'llllllJrs addrc•hing c;ocial. political. and economic
issue tlCing urban educatiOnal c;yc;tt'ms and schools.
Alumni as Teachers
About 600 Lawrence alunmi arc employed as teacher-; or
adminic;tratorc; <lt .llllcvcls of the Wisconsin education syc;tem,
:111d m:my more arc in c l .t~sroo mc; and o;chool otllces across
the country. In addition to teaching, they serve as superintendents, principalc;, gu idance coumelors, and in other
administrative roles.
l .awrcnct·-educated te<tchcrs are highly regarded in the
prote'>sion and h.we rt'ceived high recognition and m.my
honor-.. A recem '>lll'\ ey by the education dt'partmem qut•ncd
Ll\\ n:nce ~rraduatt''i who are teaching. as well a' their principal' .md supa\'isor-.. Thl' alumni reported that. comp.lrt•d to
colleagues of mmlar age and experience. they bl'11eve thl'}

Seminars and Institutes
Each summer. 25 teachers, grades K-12. ,tre selected from
Appleton ,md Shawano public school~ to be Midkl' Fello\\' and to attend The Mielke Summer Institute. The
t~llows JOin five Lawrence Unin~r... ity prot~s-;ors on
Lawrence ·s Appleton campm. co explorl' a topic ming a
multidisciplinary approach.
M.Kk pmsible by a grant ITom the M1elke f.Hnil) f-oundation, as is the Bee Connell Mielke Profe.,sot'\hlp, thl' imritute
is organized thematically. Teacher'i explore o;pecific contemporary ~ocial and educational issue' ~111d the1r connecnom \\ ith
variom f:lcets of the liberal arts with the Lawrence professors
and their colleabrues fi:om other schools.
Following the five-day summer session, tht• Mielke Fellows write a paper on some aspect of the seminar topic.
which i ~ presented and discussed during a wct•kend retreat at
13jorklunden the follov\'ing October.
Previous Mielke Institutes h;l\'e focused on thl' environment, tolerance and intolerance, cre.JtiviLy, .llld tht• millenIliUm. The 2000 summer-session topic is "Tht• Kno\\'kdge
of Gendl'r, the Gender of Knowledgl'."
An illllO\·acin:- teacher-to-te.1cher program. rhe
Teacher Idea Exchange, i., 110\\ m It'> 'il'Cond yt'<lr. Jomtly
-;poll'.Ored by Lawrence Uniwr... ity, rhl' M1elkl' foundation.
and the Post-Crescent new~paper, Til::. dr,lw-; It' uhpir,ltlon
fi·om the notion chat teachef\ art' tht• expt•m on their own
profe.,,ional l1ves and, given the opportunity, support, and
trust. ''ill come together and identit)· thl' indiv1dual and collective problems they face in their classro01m. '[ he program's
eight "exch.mge sessions" provide <1 forum for nearly 150
public and private school teachers to participate in problemsolving and an exchange of information, ideas, and materiak
"This program starts with the premise that teachers can
solve their own problems. but they need an opportuni ty to
com~: together in a setting that is conduciw to thc ncce<;sary
dialogue and exchange of ide,1s," Purkey says.
The Summer Institute for Seconda ry School
T each ers is an intense emichment opporcunit) tor those
'' ho tl'ach Ad\'anced Placement or other arcek·ratl'd courses
tor high 'chool students capable of collegl'-il'vd '' ork. Tbl.!
cl.l'i'>e'>. hmited to 15 to 20 participants c:~ch .•m~ r.1llght primanl) by Lawrence University f.1ctilt} mt'mbt'l'\, \\'ho .1lso
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assist the participant<; with the development
of curricula and materials appropriate to
mdividual needs and interests.
In addition, workshops are held with
expe1ienced AP teachers and an o rientation
session is held for those new to AP teaching.
Course offerings, relating directly to
specific Advanced Placement tests, include
biology, calculus, computer science, Engli~h
literature and composition, psychology,
Spanish. statistics, and U.S. history.
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classes and workshops for high school jazz
bands. Sincilarly, the Viking Chorale Festival
in February offers clinics and perfonnances
for high school cho irs and teachers.
Throughout the year. conservatory &1culty
members serve a~ judges, conductors, and
resource people for school choral and instt-umental festivals and competitions throughout
the Midwest.
Forty percent of Lawrence students do
volunta ry service in the local community
and have been honored, individually and
Enrichment Programs
coUecrively, tor their efforts on behalf of
regional and community group~. In additi on
Lawrence ~ponsors a variety of educationenriching activities, o n its campus and in
to participation in a m11nbL'r of mento1ing
the schools, of "'hich the following are the
progr<1ms sponsored by org.utizarions ~uch as
PALS and 13ig Brothers / Big Si<Jters.
best known:
Under a grant from the Howard Hughes
Lawrence student'> are active in the City of
Appleton's Public School Tutoring Progr::~m
Meclicallnstitute, Lawrence University serves
and t\vo campus-initiated projects, Lawrence
as the coordinating hub for the JASON
Project, an international, interactive educaAssistance R each ing Youth (LARY) and the
tional program that enables students in Fox
Oneida Tutoting Program.
Valley ~chools - some 2.500 so far Since 19R7, the lawrence Department
of Physics has hosted a series of La:,er Physics
to join in discussions with scientists around
Workshops for high school seniors. The
the world .
Calm and confident at the Arts Academy
weekend worksho p s, which involve a fuiJ
Bart De Stasio, '82. assistant professor of
biology, who has headed Lawrence's
day of hands-on expcticnce and about ten
different activities in the physics labor:nories, are inrensive
involvement in JASON since its inception in 1996, c;erves as
and instructive. Held in late Febntaty, they attract annually
the program's scientific advisor. working with locaJ teachers on
ways to incorporate the JASON material into their classrooms.
:1bout 30 or 40 participants fi·om around the countJy. Current
Lawrence physics students serve as assistants and hosts.
Each ~p•i n g. some 500-ROO studentc; from northeast
The Department of Hi ~tory oflet"'i a similar weekend
Wisconsin come to Lawrence for the live satellite videoconprogram, where high school seniors can engage in discussions
ference portion of the JASON pr~ject.
of the role of popular film~ in interpreting or presenting hisT he Ch ern Show, 'ihort for "Chemistry: More Than just
tory and also ;lttend workshops on topics of historical interEquations." a.k.a. "The Bomb Squad." is an excinng and interactive way of introducing chemistry to school-age children.
est, such a-. the decision to produce and use the atomic bomb.
Produced and perfonned by Lawrence students, the fastIndividual Faculty Activities
paced show utilizes slides, skits, music. and costumes to
explore the numerous places in everyday life where chemistry
A number of L:1wrcncc faculty members, too many to be
listed here, conduct research in are:1s related to the theory
is found. The goal is to make chemistry fun and accessible.
and pr~Kttce of K- 12 educa tion. Here arc some recent
C reated in 19'::15, the Chcm Show entettains students of
all ages. Originally aimed at seventh through ninth graders,
examples:
Beth HaiJ1es, associate professor of psycholobry, has wtitten
the show has been performed successfu lly for fir'>t-gr~Jder~.
extensively on child development, adolescent psychology,
si.xth-graders, and high school senior<;, as well as a retiree~
and children\ cognitive and social development. Her recent
group. Last year alone, the Chem Show was performed
paper ··shyness and Academic Pafonnance: Mediating or
before over I ,000 people.
Moderating R oles of Self-Esteem, Attributional Style, and
T he Lawrence Arts Academy, founded in IH74 as a
divi~ion of the Lawrence University Conservatory of Music,
Ethntcity" was presented to the Society for Child Development. Along with Gerald Metalsky, associate professor of
provides over 3,000 area children and adu lts with mmic
psychology, Colleen Conley, '97. and Lori Hilt, '97. H<u nes
lessons. ensembles. enrichment courses, a summer arts day
developed the Children's Attributioml Style Interview. ,\11
camp, workshops for area music teachers. and a special program in enriched imtrumental imtruction for Hmong children.
instrument tor assessing how children <lges 5 to 12 typically
explain the cames of events in thetr lives.
Financial aid awards assure access to Art~ Academy prob'Tlms
Urigetta Ledvina, 'HlJ, instructor in music and director of
for alJ student~.
music education, has served as chair of the Wisconsin MultiJazz musicians of international rank who perfom1 during
culnual Music Coalition and a\ the state multicultural chan·the college's annual f:ul Jazz Weekend also conduct master
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person of the Wisconsin Music Educators
Association. Her recent writings and presentations include "Reorienting Ourselves for
Today's Classroom" and "The Music of
Indigenous People: A Teacher's R.esponsibility to Uncover the Tmth" in The Wisconsi11
School Nfusiciau; "Culture and Context:
World Music for Elementa1y Music," Wisconsin Music Educators Association; "Successful
Strategies for Beginning Teachers," Wisconsin
Choral Directors Association; and "Equity:
An fssue for All of Us" in the National Feder-

ation of State High School Associatio11s Joumal.
Over the years, members of the
Lawrence faculty have been active in working
with Wisconsin teachers on how foreign language is taught. Among their contributions
to the Wisconsin Association of Foreign
Language Teachers are " Issues in Teaching
Chinese Grammar in High School," by
Kuo-ming Sung, assistant professor of East A session of the Mielke Summer Institute
Asian languages and cultures, with Jane
Pa1ish Yang, associate professor of East Asian
area schools supervising student teachers, but he used a sabbatlanguages and cultures; "L-16 Articulat1on Problems and
ical leave in 1997 to get back into the classroom and experience
Issues for Chinese Language f nstructors," by Professors Yang
public school teaching firsthand as a ninth-grade government
and Sung; " Integrating Writ1ng into Daily Classroom Activiteacher at Appleton North High School.
ties," by Judith Holland Sarnecki, associate professor of French,
Kenneth Sager, '39, professor of education, has taught at
Ruth Lanouette, associate professor of Gem1an, and Kirsten
Lawrence sin ce 1963, after teaching in the public schools for
Thome, a fom1er assistant professor of Spanish; "Developing
the Listening Comprehension Skills of Beginning and Inter21 years. Professor Sager is a long-time member of the
Appleton Board of Education, having served for more than
mediate Students of Russian through the Use of Song Lytics,"
by Rebecca Epstei n Matveyev, assistant professor of Russian;
36 years, quite likely longer than any other school board
and "What Our Students Can Really Do: Reality vs. the Stanmember in the state.
dards in the Less Commonly Taught Languages," by Professors
In addition, he was the first president of "A Better
Chance," a program that for over 30 years has offered scholMatveyev and Yang.
astically promising but economical ly disadvantaged students
the opportunity to change their lives through receiving an
Teachers of Teacher s
outstanding secondary education away from the trials and
Lawrence's two-member Department of Education also is
active in studying how teachers can improve their skills and
tribulations of their home environments.
students can leam more effectively.
In addition to directing the Mielke Summer Institute and
Not a lost Art
Each year, at Commencement, Lawrence University recogbeing a catalyst for the TIE initiative, Stewatt Purkey has conducted a study, sponsored by the Nat1onal Governors Associanizes outstancling Wisconsin teachers. R ecipients are nornition, of school distticts that are attempting to alter the traditional
11ated by Lawrence seniors who were their students in high
roles and responsibilities of adminjstrators and teachers.
school. In 1998, one of the seniors wrote of the teacher she
An authotity on issues of education reform and policy,
was nominating, " H e demands more of his students than
Purkey has been a consultant to both the Consortium on
they themselves think they are capable. The students in his
Chicago School Research and the National Center on Effecclasses are motivated by his own excitement about [his subtive Secondary Schools and has \vritten on school effectiveness,
jectj and his obvious devotion to his profession."
high school improvement programs, and teacher pract1ces and
In 1999, another senior said of her nominee, "She's a
beli efs in urban and suburban public schools. In addition, he
driven and motivated person who gained respect because she
worked so hard and expected us to do the same for her."
has served on the State Supe1intendent's Task Force on
Teacher Preparation and Licensing and recently was appointed
As the man said, "Teaching is not a lost art." Long
by the State Superintendent of Public lnstmction to the Promay that be true. LT
gram Approval and Assessment Work Team.
Steven Blod,P,ell also co11tributed to this artirle.
Not only does he spend more than 100 hours yearly in
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Environmental science students tackle the Fox River
By Jd/rey). Clark and Anth()ny Hoell

The lower Fox River has been called
the hardest working river in America.
With :1 170-foot drop in elevation between Lake Winnt'bago and Green Uay, its immen~e hydropower potential
made it home to the wo rld's largest concentration of paper
mills. lc was once o ne of the most polluted rivers, too- a
dumping ground for paper pulp, associated chemicals, and
municipal \Vaste since the late 1800s.
With the advent of the Clean W:~tcr Act in 1972. sufficient water qualiry was finally restored to allow 6sh ro survive
in the Fox. By the mid- 1980s recreational fishennen could
again catch walleye in a riwr that was once so polluted that
Green Uay ciry council members likened it to an open sewer.
Though the river is now aesthetically pleasing and once again
supports .1bundam ayuatic life and a robust sport fi~hery, is it
truly clean' Unfortunately, the answer is no.
From the mid- 1950s to the t•arly I 970s, over 600,000
pounds of PCBs (Polychlorinated biphenyls) were discharged
imo the Fox River, :md approxima tely I 0 percent of that
amoum remJins in the river-bottom sediment. Presently, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is considering placing the lower Fox River on the national priori()• list of
Superfund sires. Groups including the paper industry. the
stare of Wisconsin, the U.S. Fish .111d Wildlife Service, and
the Oneida Indian tribe are nmently debating the fat(: of the
Fox and bombarding the public wirh confi.tsing and sometimes contradictoty information. As part of a locally based
service-learning project, we challenged the ~mdcms in our
Geology 09: 111/r.lducrion ta flm,irolllllflllnl Srierw: class with
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the task of making sense of tb]s complex issue and then presenting the infonnatioa co the public.
The class, consisting of 61 students ranging fi·om fi·eshmen to seniors from a wide cros~-section of discip li nes, was
split into 12 groups, each of which researched an important
question related to loc::tl PCB contamination. Using primaty
liter:mm:, newspapers, the World W ide Web, and direct correspondence with the EPA, the Wisconsin Department ot·
Natural R.e~ources (DNR), the Fox River Group (FRG) of
paper companies, and other concerned p;n·tics. the students
explored topics ranging from general issues such as "What
exacrly is the problem?" and "What are PCB~?" to more
technical issues like "How are PCBs physically transported in
the Lower Fox" or "How arc PCB~ biomagnified and w hat
arc their effects on organisms?" Economic and political issues
such as "What would the economic implications be if the
Fox River were classified as a Superfimd sire?'' and ''ExplaiJJ
rhe CERCLA (Superfund) process" were also addressed.
In weekly meetings the groups quickly identi6ed
stn:ngrhs and weaknesses of rhe1r members and assigned tasks
accordingly. Groups also submitted weekly meeting minutt:s
to keep the in~rntctors infomtcd of their progress- and their
occasional diHicuhies. The weekly meeting/minute~ format
aJ~o kept students engaged in the project throughout rhc term
instead of wairing unril the end as most people have a tendl·ncy ro do. Some groups were t•ven completely finished
over a week early!
At the close of the term, the students took their learning
expeticnce one qep further; tht:y exhibited their work in a
two-hour poster symposium held in the R iverview Lounge

Professor Hoch examines student work at the poster symposium.

identity of the community. Moreover, what would be done
with the contaminated sediment once removed? Seemingly
simple solutions become complex very quickly.
One of the overarching goals of the class was to
empower students to make informed decisions about environmental issues for thetmelves. What better way than to
leam than by doing? The Fox River PCB contJmination,
though unfortunate, is an excellent case study that literally
runs through Lawrence's backyard. The proximity of the
problem and the need to make an effective public presentation created a sense of urgency for the students to do a good
job. This project requires students to study in depth a specific
aspect of a broad problem and then to make their findings
comprehensible to the general public. Aside fi·om the actual
content leaming that takes place, projects like these encourage students to learn ho\v to work effectively as a team and
bow to prepare professional-quality presentations.
Introductory Environ111ental Scic/lcc is the gateway course
into Lawrence's environmen t:~! studies minor. which is a
newer version of the old environmental studies interdisciplinary area. Faculty members fi·om many departments currently
are working together to devise an environmental studies
major, which wi ll be presented for faculty approval this
spring. The impetus to create an environmental studies major
comes primatily from student interest, and rightfully so, in a
world where fresh water resources are dwindling, population
has doubled in the past 30 years. atmosphetic CO , levels have

in M emorial Union. In this community-service portion of
the exercise the entire campus community was invited to
learn about the issues. Faculty members, staff members, students, administrators, and parents attended, asked questions,
and were educated by the
students, who demonstl·ated a commendable
We wanted students to understand that, even if the
quality and professionalism
science is cut and dried {and this is rarely the case),
in their work.
The l11 troduclt>ry E1111ithere are other factors that complicate issues .
ronmental Science course
presents an overview of the
science behind many environmental issues, such as
global warming, nuclear waste disposal, and water pollution.
increased by 30 percent in the past century, and countless
lt is one of the largest courses on campus, consistently exceedspecies go extinct every year. Given the overalJ complexity of
ing the enrollm ent limit of 60. In such a large group, it is dit:.
environmental issues, it is difficult to create a program that
prepares students in both natural and social sciences, w hile at
ficult to connect with students individually, so six separate
discussion sections were created in order to explore issues in
the same time offering the depth required to be effective in a
more depth and on a more personal level. As teachers, we
given field. Projects like the one described here are good
effectively doubled our student-contact hours, but the results
models because they challenge students to research intensely
were worth it. While we focused on the scientific aspects of
specific problems in the context of broader issues and then
different issues in the lectures, vve had the fl·eedom to explore
present their findings to a general audience. LT
social, economic, and even philosophical issues in the discussion groups. We wanced students to understand that, even if
j~ff Clark aud Touy Hoell are assistant professors qf geology.
the science is cut and dtied (and this is rarely the case), there
Clark, who joined the Larvrenre fawlty in 1998, received the
are other factors that complicate issues. For example, in the
B.A. degree fro /II Middlebury Colle<f!e aud tl1e Ph. D. fro Ill jol111s
Fox River PCB problem one soluti on is to remove all of the
Hopkins Uuiversity. Hoc/1, a ueu' arrival in thefa/1 of 1999, is a
contaminated sediment. The cost of this is estimated to be
graduate qf Indiana University (B.A.) and tl1e Uuil;ersity of
$750 million - which. under Superfi.md, the paper compaWyomill,f! (A'l.S., Ph.D.).
nies would have to pay. Ifsome mills were forced to close, it
would be detrimental to the local economy and even the
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Bjorklunden Jazz Fantasy Camp '99
By Fred Sturm, '73
In the 1989 Hollywood fihn Field of Dreams, T erence Mann
Qames Earl J ones) and Ray Kinsella (Kevin Costner) gazed
at Kinsella's Iowa cornfield baseball diamond and the legench
that had come there to play. " It's unbelievable," said Mann.
" It's more than that,'' said Kinsella. "It's perfect."
Marian McPartland, renowned jazz pianist and NPR.
"PianoJazz" hostess, was seated at the BjorkJundcn grand
piano w ith John Harmon, '57. Framed by the spectacu lar
wood, stone, and glass of the Great Room and the view of
Lake Michigan beyond, the artists finished an improvised
duet, and someone in the room whispered, "This is perfect."
Each of the 30 jazz aficionados who converted Bjorklunden, Lawrence's spectacular 405-acre Door County estate,
into Tritone Jazz Fantasy Camp 1999 experienced similar
magic last August. The five-day "vacation workshop" for
adult amateur jazz enthusiasts brought together two jazz legends, an aU-star faculty, a roster of Lawrence alumni, and registrants from the four comers to mix Mother Nature, music
making, and mucho mischief in one perfect setting.

If you build it, they will come
Jim, Bob, and I toss baseball-movie quotes into most conversations. jim Doser has been my Eastman School of
Music colleabrue since I left Lawrence in 1991; I calljim a
defensive ballplayer and an offensive conductor Qim leads
Eastman's second jazz ensemble). Bob D eR osa is an
Upstate New York public relations consultant who would
sell his so ul to play with the '61 Yankees or the '59 Mil es
Davis Sextet. As for me, I'm still not sure if I'd rather be
Dizzy Gillespie or Dizzy Dean.
Over the course of our music-teaching careers, Jim and
r have witnessed the growth of an underserved constituency
-countless folks who played jazz in school and now hunger
for opportunities to dust off their instruments. Bob had long
lamented that scores of summer jazz camps are available to
school students but rarely do you find one for adults. My
mother emhusiastically cited her Elderhosrel experiences,
wondering why we hadn't offered a jazz experience for
senior citizen.s.
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Ultimately, it was the great major league basebaU fantasy
camps that inspired our design for an adult jazz education
experience. Like the baseball camps, we hoped that our jazz
camps would provide two great attractions: First, we wanted
our campers to practice with and play alongside others who
share their love of"the game" Gazz). And second, we wanted
to give our participants the opportunity to learn from, perfonn with, and socialize with legends in the field.
In the sununer of 1998, Jim, Bob, and I pitched the concept of an adult jazz fantasy camp at the Eastman School of
Music, and over 40 jazz fanatics registered. Avoca tiona]
weekend musicians in their 20s performed alo ngside Kodak
and Xerox retirees who had started music lessons in their 60s
and 70s. Participants from all walks of professional Jifc - a
pilot, an English professor, doctors, engineers, a romance
novelist, and a local judge, among others - played in the
bands and attended classes.
The camp was a smash hit. Based upon the success of that
first venture, we hired the judge to incorporate Tritone Jazz
Fantasy Camps and put the show on the road to Wisconsin.

Ease his pain
f'm a Cubs fan, so I know a lot about suffering. And, after
spending almost a third of my life at Lawrence, the pangs
for my old gang of colleagues, friends, and former students
are still very strong. I knew that bringing family, Lawrence
pals, and New York conu·ades together at Bjorklunden
would ease this old boy's nostalgic pinings.
Tritone assembled a dream team of renowned jazz artists
and educators. Marian McPartland joined former "Tonight
Show" and Benny Goodman gu itarist Gene Bertoncin i as
designated heavy hitters. McPartland Trio bassistJeffCampbell
and Count Basie Orchestra drummer l~ ch Thompson completed the rhythm section line-up. Jim Doser conducted the
camp big band and put the wood to the woodwinds. Janet
Planet, Wisconsin's premier jazz singer, served as skipper for
the vocal team.
Three Lawrence jazz faculty members - past and
present - were on the Fantasy Camp faculty rostt:r. I knew

Janet Planet

that there was only one person to manage the camp combos,
history classes, and bonfire night games - my LU jazz
teacher, road partner, and dear friend, john "Chief' Harmon,
beloved Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble (lUJE) director
fi·om 1971-74. Michael 'Tex" Hale, '74, ctment Lawrence
Jazz Band director and fonner star of" Matri..x," the Lawrence
jazz nonet of the '70s, charged the morning trumpet classes.
And, as it had been during most of my Lawrence faculty stint,
I spent the Fantasy Camp week catching the trombone players in fouJ territory.

Go the distance
Each Fantasy Camp day started with instrumental and vocal
master classes, followed by combo workshops, jazz history
class, large ensemble rehearsal, theory/improvisation clinics,
and faculty special topic sessions. Intimate faculty performances and camper jam sessions filled each evening. As the
moon and stars came out over Lake Michigan, Gene
Bertoncini treated us to his endless repertoire of fireside
jokes and road stories.
As I had hoped, Lawrence alumni played key camper
positions. ConunerciaJ real estate executive Bill Bonifas, '78,
was the guitarist in the very first jazz ensemble I directed at
Lawrence in 1977; Bill spent the week under the spell of
Deacon Bertoncini, who delivered d:1ily jazz sennons in the
picturesque Boynton Chapel.
Jeff Griese, '80, was the iron horse in my LUJE trumpet
section and went on to assume the role of human resources
director for Andersen Consulting; Griese is one of those perfect
Nolan Ry<m types who stiJI looks great, feels great, and plays
great. The rest of us grew to hate Griese's shirting countenance as we swigged fi·om the Geritol bottle each morning.
New Hampshire school administrator Chuck Will, '74,
came to camp to study jazz with his piano idols McPartland

and Hannon. One of the highlight~ of my week was observing
his beautiful family -led by his wife, my Lawrence pal Sarah
Ousley Will, '75- cheer him on at the eveningjam sessions
:md concertS.
Chris Jankowski, '84, an outstanding conservatory trumpeter and jazz composer, has made two great moves in his
life. He married former LU]E lead sa.'<-ophorlist Janine
Yanisch, '87, who is now director of bands at ZumbrotaMazeppa Middle School in Minnesota, and then he joined
the renowned Mayo Clinic as an anesthesiologist. ]arline
must have jogged across every inch of Door County dming
the week, and Chris engineered the laugh attack that thoroughly derailed the Fantasy Camp Big Band dress rehearsaJ.
Every Lawrentian who performed in jazz ensembles in
the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s will remember Dick
Bornslaeger. Dick was a Kimberly-Clark engineer who
offered to fill a saxophone section vacancy in the 1977
Lawrence Jazz Lab Band for ten weeks - and stayed for 14
years. Now retired to the shores of Lake Superior in Michigan's
Upper Peninsula, Dick appeared in the doorway on opening
night and completed our perfect picture.
Fantasy Camp participants traveled fi·om nine different
states to join us for the week at BjorkJunden. The Lawrence
alunmi were joined by two lawyers, a singing dentist, a duropraetor, an orthopedic surgeon, a pediatrician, a librarian, a
real estate developer, a printing company executive, and the
wailing CEO of a Colorado computer company.

Maybe this is heaven
Bjorklunden Director Mark Breseman, '78, and his accommodating staff made certain that every trip to the plate was
a home mn, and his ground crew had all of the bases covered. Birch Creek Music Academy, Door County's popular
summer concert and music education center, packed 500
fans into their lovely barn/theatre for our Jazz Fantasy
Finale featuring Marian McPartland, Gene Dertoncini, and
the Fantasy Big Band.
As we bid our fond farewells on Friday everting, we
strolled down to Lake Michjgan to hear the music of the waves
and gaze up at the stars. Someone asked, " Is this heaven?"
"Nope," said another. " It's BjorkJunden." LT

Fred Sturm, '73, has been professor o_fjazz studies aud contemporary 111edia at the Eastman School of Music since 1991, serving
as director o_f the iuternationally renowned Eastman jazz Ense111hle
and 70-piece St11dio Orchestra and as the coordinator cif the
Eastman jazz co111position, arranging, and Jilm-scori11g program.
During !tis Lmt1rence sophomore year in 1971, Sturm directed the
Lawrence jazz Band and established 011e cif the institutio11 's first
st11de11t-des~~ned courses. In 1977, he retumed to Lawrence as
director cif.jazz studies for a period~{ 14 years, Leading the program
lo national prominence.

Interested in attwding Bjorkltmde11 Jazz Fantasy Camp 2000
lfllly 23-28)? For information, see inside back cover.
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their own
and loving it
Milwaukee-Downer's solo reunion of 1999

For the first time since the two colleges
consolidated in 1964, Lawrence University
hosted a separate reunion weekend for
Milwaukee-Dovvner alumnae in October.
More than 70 Downerites arrived on the
campus, some courtesy of a special shuttle
service fi·om Milwaukee.
"Hosti ng a separate event allowed us to
do some new events and focus specifically
on Milwaukee-Downer alumnae," says Jan
Quinlan, '74. director of alunmi relations.
"We've always included MilwaukeeDowner alumnae in our Lawrence Reunion
Weekend activities in June, but this was an
opportunity to pay special attention to these
members of the Lawrence family who play
such a unique role in our history."
The '99 reunion was the first of three
scheduled to road-test the concept of separate weekends. The second will be held on
October 6-8, 2000. The third, honOting Milwaukee-Downer's 150th anniversary, will be on October 12-14, 2001, and
all Downer alumnae will be encouraged to attend.
Among the most popular events at the 1999 M-D
Reunion Weekend was the chance for alumnae to visit the
college's boathouse on the Fox River, meet the current
members of the Lawrence crew, and be introduced to the
three shells with Milwaukee-Downer names: The Spirit <!f
Dort'll<'r, the Ellen Sabin (first president of the college), and
the Althea Heinrbadt (crew coach). Qualified alun1Jlae had an
opportunity to row with the Lawrence crew, and those who
didn't row, cheered.
Walking tours of"Mihvaukee-Downer Treasures on the
Lav. rrence Campus" included the Chapman Teakwood
Room and Ethel Barber Room in Jason Downer Commons;
the Heritage Room in the Seeley G. Mudd Library, donated
by Milwaukee-Downer alumnae and containing rare books
fi·om the M-D collection; The Flanders Clock from Merrill
Hall, also located in the library; the Merrill Hall sundial, over
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the south entrance to Main Hall; the plaque in Alexander

Gym commemorating Althea Heimbach's election to the
Lawrence University Intercollegiate Athletic Hall of Fame;
the Lucia R.. Briggs Hall of Mathematics and Social Sciences,
named for M ilwaukce-Downer's second president; and the
new Hawthornden, with its walkway of commemorative
bricks honoring individual alumnae and faculty members.
On display in the Milwaukee-Downer Room of Colman Hall were portraits of the college's presidents, The Hat,
the Hat Girl's Hat, the BelL various oars and ribbons fi·om the
crew program, and a number of scrapbooks and photo
albums.
Alumnae College on Saturday, taught by members of
the Lawrence faculty, discussed such topics as how gender
affects our perception of reality and justice; the exhibition
"Modernist Prints, 1900-1995," then on display in the Wriston Art Center Galleries; music in Patis circa 1900 (lecture/
piano performance); and Jane Austen's Pride and Prcj11dice and
why the book is always better than the movie.

"The education of women
is alive and flourishing at
Lawrence today. We have
not, to be sure, retained every
element of what constituted
education for women at Downer
before the consolidation, but ...
the fundamental precepts and
purposes that inform Downer's
heritage and tradition have
found a hospitable home
here in Appleton."
-

President Richard Warch,
October 2, 7999

Milwaukee-Downer reunion
classes Upper photo: Class of 1944 Front
row (from left) Ruth Ann Jaeger Loew, Jane
Christiansen Hand, Marian Kirkpatrick Torian,
Pauline Stevens Binder. Back row: Ethel Johnson Bohl, Judy 8/eyer Strzelczyk, Jeanne Knapp
Leedale. Left center photo: Golden Reunion
Vivian Abraham Wright, '31, Betty Koller
LaBuwi, '34, Henriette Scheele Kneevers
Henning, '34. Right center photo: Class of
1939 Helen Faas, Elva Elliot, Helen Hasey.
Lower photo: Class of 1949 Front row Kikue
Rich, June Marinelle McCotter, Mae Hinkel
Docta, Mary Schultz Barham. Back row: Jane
Tremper Meyer, Loraine lsbrandt Eliason, Jan
Matthews Neal, Ruth Mehring Bernat, Ardith
Johnson Strommen.

And, of course, there were meals and receptions and the
occasional speech. The 50th-anniversary and 40th-anniversary
Classes of 1949 and 1959 were guests of President Richard
Warch at a dinner celebrating their milestone reunions. "Sister
clusters" reunited the Classes of 1961-64 and 1951-54 with
not only their own classmates but also their big and little sisters
from adjacent classes. "Golden" classes - 1934, 1939, 1944
- were special guests of the un iversity.
Summing it all up, a member ofthe Class ofl939 wrote,

"It was a wonderful weekend of camaraderie, renewing old
fi·iendships, and enjoying memories of our days at MilwaukeeDowner. lt's great to have Lawrence as our 'home away fi·om
hom e,' as they have assimi lated us into their college most
graciously and with much appreciation for the heritage we
have given them." LT
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Milwau~ec ....
Last Hunters

Nner Alumnae

Celebratton of the Milwaukee-Downer College sesquicentenntaltn October 2001 wtll not be complete wtthout
an atfecttonate salute to that once-upon-a-ttme tradttton,
Hat Hunt
Before those JOyful bands of ptgta1led Last Hunters,
clutchtng thetr muddy trowels, recede forever mto the
mtsts of yesterday, let's conJure up those gtddy hours on
Back Campus. let's wnte 1t all down'
Send your best recollect•ons to Joan Atwell, M-D
'49, 20 Beekman Place. New York, NY 10022 (telephone
212-759-8491)
Upper photo: Rowing with the Lawrence crew Left center photo: Class of 1959 Front row (from left): Kit Mahnke, Bernice Kwan, Kay Hinckley. Back row:
Rose Marie Re1ch, Connie Torzynsk1 Mahsem, Ann Burger Terwilliger. Right center photo: Sister Cluster, 1951-1954 Front row Nancy Perkins Lindsey, '54,
Nancy Graves, '54, Barbara Johnson Chamberlain, '51. Second row· Helen Schroeder Grant, '52, Elaine Koepsel Zarse, '52, Pat Lynn Hoggatt, '51, •Boggie•
Schroeder Wandt, '54, Sue Pepper Joys, '51 Third row Nancy Moberg Foss, '54, Nancy Oswald Beheim, '54, Manila Allen Qumn, '54, Doris Messerschmidt
Carm1chael, '51, and Donna Weltcheff Marshall, '54 Back row: Jane Klade Taylor. '53, Peg Port Witte, '54, Gmi Wahl Ernest, '51, Beryl L. Doyle, '51, and
Manlyn S1evers Bailey, '51 Sister Cluster, 1961-64 Front row: carol Netbel W1se, '61, Malle Vaarsi, '63, Nancy Habetler Kaliebe. '63, Priscilla Parsche
Matheson, '61. Second row. Joan Tomarl"n Lucht, '61, Ellen Kolvenbach, '61, Janet Sayre Hoeft '61, Nancy Charm Owen, '61, Kathleen Parmenoer Greene,
'61. Back row Sheryn B1egelaar Sm1th, '61, Marcia Dum Mentkowski. '61, Ann Polek Neumann, '63, Ann Dyer Songayllo. '61, Nancy Van Schelven Solon, '61.
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A Man
of Quiet
Generosity
By Rick Peterson
n a word, Frank C. Shattuck w:ts a
gentleman. In two words, a gentle man.
An architect by training and passion,
his legacy as a loynl fiiend, trusted mentor.
and generous community benefactor will
long outlive the many buildings he
designed.
"frank was the only person I ever
knew who devoted full time to doing good," says
Ben Schneider, professor e/1/criws ofEnglish and a friend and
frequent travel companion of Shattuck's.
Doing good was Shattuck's favorite avocation. And
much of that good focused on the people - especially the
student~- and programs ofbwrence University, for which
he held a lifelong special affection.
A member of the Lawrence Board of Trustees for more
than 20 years, Shattuck died at the age of87 in May, 1999.
Over the course of his life and through his estate, he was the
single greatest benefactor in Lawrence's bistOJy.
Although he was ne:trly t\vo generations removed from
them, Shattuck developed a genuine affinity \vith Lawrence
students during his tenure on the Doard. He was a fixture on
the Student Affairs Committee and gravitated toward issues
that most affected them. His interest in the perspectives, concems, and aspirations of the students, both collectively and
individually, was manifested in personal encounters with them.
The proud owner of a 1939 custom-built, 75-foot yacht
- which the U.S. Coast Guard used dtning World War li
for training and patrol exercises - Shattuck regularly issued
invitations to students on the Student Affuirs Committee and
LUCC leaders for a pre-Commencement dinner cruise
aboard 771c Pi~l(ri111. He would personally chauffeur a car full
of students co Door County, and the cooler in his trunk
wou ld hold the fi·esh strawberries he had mashed himself to
top that evening's shortcake dessert. It was his way of saying
"thank you" to the students for their efforts.
Chuck Chagas discovered just how memorable Shattuck's gratitude could be while riding shotgun in the front
seat of Shattuck's Cadillac on his way to a mid-1990s outing
on Tltt.! Pilgri111.
"The way Frank carried bimsel( he made you feel so at
ease," says Chagas, '95. 'The camaradc1ic of the whole event

made it work. He wasn't trying to impress
anyone, and that's what
made it so special. His
relationship with students went well beyond
the committee meetings
or the lun cheons when
the Doard was on campus. He was sincerely
interested in being
involved and knowing
what
things
were
important to us as students."
Cruise invitations
were issued frequently,
and they weren't confined to gestures of
appreciation or limited
to those he knew well.
A conversation about
one
of Shattuck's
favorite subjects- architecture- at a reception following a
concert choir performance eamed Bob Pope, then a senior at
Lawrence, an unexpected aquatic audience with Shattuck.
" I didn't even know who he was at the time, other than
he was somehow affiliated \vith Lawrence," Pope, '88,
recalls. "We were just talking after the concert, hitting it off
real well, when he said, ' H ow would you like to go for a
cruise and continue tbis conversation?"'
A week later, Pope and three fratemity fi·iends spent four
hours plying the waters of Lake Winnebago ::.s Shattuck's
guests aboard 771e Pilgrim.
" He was such a fascinating guy, it was a joy just to talk
with him," remembers Pope. "He was very much an active
listener. The day really turned out to be an invitation for us
to share with him. That cruise was a real grounding event, a
springboard fi·om college to real life. It put a lot of things into
perspective for me."
Shattuck embraced the role of mentor of students and
app::.rently pe1formed one of his most subtle jobs that spring
Saturday afternoon. Paul Pappas, a native- of Fargo, North
Dakota, had never been on a bo::.t before joining Pope and
his friends that day aboard The Pilgrim. Today, Pappas, '88, sails
the world as a headline entertainer for a cruise ship company.
Shattuck supported the ambitions of scores of students
through countless acts of quiet, unassuming generosity, helping one pursue her cello studies at Indiana, assisting another
to acquire his M.B.A. from Notre Dame, supporting a third
to continue his musical composition interests at Eastman.
enabling a fourth to pursue a career as a concert pianist. He
helped a number of students ainling at their first job or graduate work, and he never sought recognition for his generosity
and kindness.
Gnwdson of one of the founders of Kimberly-Clark
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"Frank never understood just how good
he was as an architect."

- Oscar Boldt
Corporation, Shattuck grew up in Neenah and attended Yale
Univer~ity. where he earned bachelor's and master's degree~
in architecture. 1-:!is mitial ties tO Lawrence were hu·gely
fi.mlllial. His mother, Ruth Ha1wood Shartuck, earned a
bachelor's degree from lawrence iu 1906 and served a~ ,1
Lawrence trustee and trustee emcrila from I <J20 umil her
death in l9XO. Continuing his mother's tradition of service.
Shattuck joined the Board in I077.
Ho\\ever. hie; per~onal a~sociation with Lawrence predated his trustee service by more than .:W year~. In 1053.
Shattuck received an architectural commission to design the
Mmic-Drama Center. ft was the first of 16 buildings on the
Lawrence campus Sh<Jttud. and his firm, Shattuck, Siewa1t &
A~sociates. de~igned or remodeled. It also was the beginning
of a professional, a~ well as personal. relationship with Oscar
Boldt, chief executive ofEcer of The Boldt Group, Inc., and
a Lawrence trustee, and his wife. Pat, '-H~. that c;panned nearly
a halfcemw)'.
"Frank never understood ju't how good he was as an
architect," sayc; Oscar Boldt, \\'hose company has built ne.1rly
25 Shattuck-designed buildings around Wisconsin, among
them Lawrence's Kohler residence ball and Downer Commom. "He was a very modest man, so he tended to depreciJte the good product he produced. l le de~igned buildings
that functioned like Swiss watches. He became my aU-rime
favorite architect to work with."
oungchild Hall, Seeley G. Mudd
Library, and Land1s-Peabody Health
Center, among others on the
Lawrence campus, bear Shattuck'<~
imprint. but his designs dot the
whole of the Fox Valley, including
the Appleton and Neenah YMCAs,
the Neenah Boys and Girls Brigade,
and the 13ergstrom-Mahler Museum
annex. The campuse.:; of Ca1Toll and Ripon CoiJege~ also
boast buildings designed by Shattuck.
For nuny of those buildings, Shattuck'c; contribution
went well beyond mere design work. His philanthropy often
moved projects fiom architect's sketch to ribbon-cutting celebrations of completion. including L<l\\Tence 's own Ruth
Harwood Shattuck Hall of Music, named in honor of his
mother. According to his financia l advisor of~() year<;, joseph
McGrane, Shattuck regularly ~upponed ISO organizations,
mostly those that served young people ,111d those that
enriched the greater community culturally or educarionally.
"Heaven ~now<> how many careers he furthered; how
m;my institutiom he nurtured; how many worthy club<;, 'ocicties, and associariom he helped, because his cardinal ruk
when making a gift was that the donor be anonymous.'' say'i
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Schneider. ''True to form, he shunned recognmon. Frank
believed that one does one's duty becau<>e one does one's
duty. nothing more."
Oscar Boldt, who joined President Richard Wan:h a<;
the only two people to spe.1k at Shattuck·.., memorial service
at his own request, says Shattuck "understood the respomibilities of wealth as few do. He also understood the impact of
conunitment and the benefits of coop\:rati\'e effort. He fully
discharged what he believed to be his obligations to society
and worked hard to build a sense of community."
Shatruck treasured his friendships and relished the role of
hust for weekend excursions to h1s cottage - a converted
barn- on a blutT overlooking Green R1y in Door County,
where through the years, hundreds of guests experienced his
hospitality of dinner cruises, music festiva l concert tic~ets. or
Sunday morning \erviccs at the Moravian Church 111 Ephrai111
followed by lunch. which Shattuck prepared h1mself
Nancy Swwe. '61, who ca'>ually met Shattuck in the
mid-1900" when their paths crossed at the First Prec;byterian
Church in Neenah, she as a guest soloist. he as a member of
the choir. remember-; the day in 1977 when she and her husband, Rich::trd Stowe. protessor e111critus of French, received
an out-of-the-blue otler tram Shattuck to attend the summer
mu.,ic te~tivaJ in Fi'lh Creek.
''We scarcely knew him at all when he called and invited
us," says Stowe, assist.lllt dean of the Conservamry of Music.
''We never dreamed it would brrow into a 20-year experience. 13ut Frank always had a \•vay of making you teel you
were doing him a [1\'or by joining him."
ome of his friends enjoyed weel-long cruises around
the Great Lakes. Others. like Schneider and his wife. Kay.
enjoyed the privilege of ~eeing the world as Shattuck's traveling companjons. On one such trip to Easter Island, a customs offie1al in Chile misread Shattuck's passport, referring m
him as a "tired'' architect rather than a "retired'' one. Ben
Schneider recaUc; that the malapropism elicired .1 hearty laugh
from Shattuck, who after a moment's reflection conceded, " I
think maybe that's tme."
··You always had to work very hard at manners around
Frank," says K.1y Schneider,\\ ho was entrusted with the task
of sorting through boxes of c;lides ~tacked two feet high in her
Jining room of pictures Shattuck had taken during his many
joumeys. "He kne\V manners we didn't even know existed.,.
Ultimately, Shattuck was a man whose material means
were matched by equal amounts of character and integrity.
By his reserved, self-effacing nature, he would have preferred
that his many fingerpnnts had remained btent. but they arc
clearly visible throughout the Lawrence campus, as well as in
the community :1t large.
''La\vrence i~ a stronaer
and better colleo-e
because of
b
~
Frank's devotion and support," says President Warch. "We
are most grareful for the life Frank led among us; for the
many ways in which his life touched, enriched, and
enhvened our own; ,tnd for his legacy of love and caring for
othero; that will be with us always." LT

Gifted

teacher
of gifted

students
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n Sunday, April

30, at 8:00 p.m., a

dedicatOt)' piano recital will be held in the Lawrence
Mt:morial Ch:tpel for :tn excellent new Steinway
imtrument given to the Lawrence Conservatory of
Music by Dr. Robert A. Dickens, '63. in memot)' of
Professor Gladys Brainard. Michael Kim, assic;tant profe.,sor of music, will perfonn the recital. which is open
to the public without charge and which students of
Miss 13ramard arc especially invited to attend.
Glady-. lves Urainard taught at Lawrence for 33 year;.
trom 1919 until 1951, and continued to give private
insrrucnon until 1961. She died on January 19. 1970, :tt
age 83, following an extended illness.
A native of Oquawka. Illinois, she studied with
some of the finest piano instructors in Europe and
America. At 15, she became a student of Wi lliam Sherwood, ,l f<tvorite pupil of the great pianist-composer
Franz Liszt. Later she studied with famed harpsichordist
and pianist Wanda Landowska and w ith Josef Lhevinnc,
Isabella Vcngerova, and Arthur Shattuck.
She first came to the Fox Valley to study with
Shattuck, who was living in Neenah. Along with others

of his proteges she was invited to a picnic- ''I tossed
a coin to see if 1 should go or not," she recalled laterand at the picnic she was offered a job at the La\\ renee
Conservatory.
Described by fanner Lawrence President Nathan
M. Pusey as "one of the best teacher; of gi ftcd students
in pi.mo that this or any conservatoty could have," she
I'> remembered with affection for her teachmg and wiCh
awe for her perfonnances. On~r the yeat"\ she appeared
'' ith such orchestras as the Minneapolis Symphony.
New York Philharmonic, Milwaukee Ci\'ic Symphony.
and Lawrence Symphony Orchestra.
With her retirement recital in 1951 she became
one of the few local musicians C\'er to be in\'ited to
.lppear in the Lawrence University Artist Series; \\hen
she came out of retirement for a triumph.mt 1961
recital, she became one of the very few to perform in
the Artist Series twice.
Dr. Dickens, a Manitowoc psychiatrist and student
of Miss L3rainard's, has been personally and actively
involved in the selection of the Steinway concert grand
that, at his request, will be designated the Gladys Ives
Brainard Memorial Piano. LT
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David Schaefer, '86,
planned to get a master's degree in architecture but was
so good at his summer job that he never made it back to
the classroom. He now runs a high-end design company in
New York that's all the rage.
Hy Kent f lannon
If it's February, and it is as our story begins, then l),wid
Schaefer must be unwinding in St. Bart's. He rents a vi lla
there every r:cbruary because some of hie; cloc;cst fricnth
love the French West Indi es as much as he doe'i - and
becauc;c FcbnJ<ll)' offers a rare time window bet\\ cen
-;how'>. If th,tt -;ound-; as if Schaefer is an artist, he is. Uut h<.·
doc-.n 't paim, at lea-;t not for a living. If it sound<; a<; if
Schaefer i) an entertainer, he is, in a manner of -;peakmg.
becauo;c what he docs makes people feel good. Uut h<.· doc'>n't -.ing or dance, unless you really coax him.
I),tvid Sclw:~fer i'i a furniture designer; at least that's the
way the Yellow Pages or the IRS would describe him.
However, saying David Schaefer is a furniture designer j.,
like '>aying that St. Bart's is an island or that th<.· sunsets in
Custavia, which is just down the beach from Schaefer's villa,
arc pictu rcsqU<:.
I !ere's what i\tletropolita/1 F-lo111e had to say about Scha<.'fer, who appcnred in the magazine's April 1999 photo-and
text cc.;say on the "21 R.ising Stars for the 21st Century":
"Every mmeum needs a curator. Schaefer, a former J.
Cre\\. tlc'>tgn guru, curates Furniture Co., a Greenwich Village -;tore that ought to charge admission. Visitors speak in
hmhed tone-. after discovering the extraordinary detailc; that
turn c;imple-looking objects into works of art."
Sch.tefer .tppreCtates the sentiment but c;ayo, he·.., not a
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curator and hie; ob-so-popular Furniture Co. i~ not .m art
gallery or museum.
"Gallery sounds too precious f()r what I do," says
Schaefer, who opened the Fumiture Co. in October I 998
after being responsible for literally l'\'l'l)' phystral .md design
imag<.' ofJ. Crew worldwide. "The thing.. I d<.'\lgll are m<.·ant
to be mcd. They're utilitari.m. ''
Hea,·ily influenced by the '>implicity of Florence Knoll\
de'>igm from the 1950s and 60s, Schal'ft•r\ pt<.'Ct''> h,t\ e ''hat
he calls "aesthetic clarity." Whtch is not to '>a} they're inexpcmi\'l'. A walnut chair goe<> tor 975. A mapk table tor
2,500. An ash bench for S I, ISO.
"A lot ofwh:~t we do is driven by quality," -;.ty-; Schaefer,
''.md we pay as much attention to the qua lit} of m,tteri:~l., and
construction a) we do the design."
When Schaefer talks about quality of materials, he
n:a II y 111 ea ns it.
"Most designers working in wood today .m· Americans
using nl:ltcrials indigenous to this country, and I am particularly interested in the wood of the Pacific Nortlnve-;t," says
Schaefer, who has a unique relationship with a company
that\ dedicated to keeping virgin forem healthy. " I can ·walk
into .1 \'irgin forest in Oregon or W,l<>hington and O\'ersec the
rough-cutting of centuries-old hardwood., that have died or
been blown down in a storm."

Having access to enormous redwoods or Douglas firs,
which can be cut into slabs 15-20 feet in diameter, creates
table material that can be made into something extraordinary
by an artisan like Schaefer, who says:
"The beauty is in the surface."
Schaefer's creations aren't the only ones for sale at Furniture Co., and that's where the putting-on-a-show aspect
comes into play. Schaefer's soul mates are world-renowned
designers like Parisian tastemaker Andree Putman. Schaefer
not only asks Putman to exhibit one-of-a-kind sale pieces at
Furniture Co., he also has her do entire lines of furniture.
Putman might do a o ne-of-a-kind teak park bench and then
design a w hole family of teak brethren that can be ordered to
suit a client's individual needs. Other designers whose works
can be found at Furniture Co. include: Rupert Spira (ceramics),
Alison Berger (hand-blown glassware), William Gudenrath
(glassware), and BiiJ Katz (steel and plywood furniture).
When it's time to unveil the new pieces, Schaefer makes
it a show -and it is, in part because of who shows up to see
who else has shown up at 818 Greenwich Street.
When his collectivist ideology isn't bringing the work of
great artisans together on the floors of his two-story, 5,000square-foot space, Schaefer is tapping into his other talentsprincipally architecture. H e may jet off to Aspen to create a
$22 million home for a client, hop a cab to Columbus C ircle
to redesign the four-story penthouse at New York's Trump
International Tower, or stay in the office and work on his pet
project: a nationwide competition for college design students.
If there's time left over after he's fed Henry, the smoothhaired Jack RusseiJ terrier, he looks arou nd for just the right
garage to buy and transform into the per-fect David Schaefer
digs - which he says his current apartment in a traditional,
pre-war building on lower Fiftl1 Avenue definitely is not.
"The most frequent question I hear from magazines," he
says, "is 'When can we come photograph your place?' I tell
them, 'Not yet!"'
s a boy growing up in West Bend,
Wisconsin, David Schaefer was nothing
like his parents. H e was always artistic, a
quality that his father, the engineer, and
his mother, the accountant, appreciated
and nurtured as best they could in a community that wasn't that big on the arts.
" It didn't matter," says Schaefer. " I was thirsty for anything artistic, and painting and drawing were always part of
my life."
When it came time for college, Schaefer says he made an
auspicious choice .
"f chose Lawrence University a little bit naively," he
says, "but it turned out to be one of the best things I've done
in my life. I wasn't really focusing on my ultimate goal which was architecture and design. I figured f'd do that Jt tl1e
graduate level. I chose Lawrence for the pure and simple
reason that L thought it was the best school in Wisconsin -

in fact, the best in the Midwest."
Schaefer spent a year as an economics major, switched to
hist01y - which he liked a lot better- and met three people at Lawrence who had a profound effect on his life.
"Art ThralJ, who was head of the art department, was
one of the people who helped me think things through,"
Schaefer says, "and his wife Win put me to work doing
graphic-designs for the Lawrence University magazine. My
brother and his wife were renovating a house just two doors
away fi·om the Thralls, and f ended up going over there a lot.
I never took a single class from Art, but he and Win helped
me ... socially, I guess you could say."
Schaefer was also educated and motivated by fellow
Lawrentian Sue Holt Quentel, "83, a painting major two
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True test of success: window shoppers
BiBi Monnahan doesn't have to look at David Schaefer's sales
reports to know how popular her boss's furniture designs are. The
proof is there every morning when she gets to work.
"I can tell people have been window-shopping," says Mannahan, who runs Schaefer's New York showroom, "because they
leave fingerprints all over the windows. You can see where their
noses touched the glass. They obviously like what they see inside."
Located in a converted garage at the corner of Jane and Greenwich Streets in the West Village, the Furniture Co. showroom is part
boutique, part gallery- and a great place to escape the hub-bub of
Manhattan, whether you're buying a $15,000 table or just curious to
see what a brilliant artisan can do with centunes-old hardwood.
On the day Lawrence Today visited, it was snowy and blustery
outside. But 1nside the two-tiered showroom, the scent of naturally
oiled wood and the chanting of Gregorian monks provided an
immediate and soothing respite from the elements.
"It's not always this quiet, " says Monnahan, replacing the
monks with a Barry White CD. "On days when the temperature
gets above 50, we throw open the overhead door and the whole
neighborhood comes flooding in."
The whole neighborhood 1ncludes morns pushing kids in
strollers, people walking dogs - and everyone's welcome, dogs
too, despite the fact that some of the glassware designed by
Schaefer's artistic soulmates is ultra-pricey.
"People dnv~ng by stop 1n the middle of the street, roll down
their windows for a better look, then come inside to shop," says
Monnahan, who is asked to recommend a moderately priced item
for the budget-conscious shopper.
"Poufs ... definitely poufs," she says, pointing to a series of
mini-ottomans clustered like truffles. "They're $355 apiece," she
adds, "and they're perfect for the impulse buyer who wants to take
something home from David's showroom. Sometimes we hand
them to people who drive by in cars." - KH

years older than he was.
" It was very odd to be a female pamtmg major ar
Lawrence- th ere weren't many." he recalls. "But she was
so inspiring and empowering. And she's done very well as a
painter."
Schaefer finished his degree coursework a year early, and
went before the faculty to ask for pernussion to get an early
start on his architecture-and-design career - and to do it
under the influence of a much larger city.
" I tald them ir was as th ough I would be raking classes
with a special relationship to my future - but at a dirTerent
location," says Schaefer. "True to L:nvrence·s rraditioll, they
said yes."
He spent seven months in Milwaukee and Madison,
returned to Lawrence for graduation ceremonies in spnng
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1986, then headed to the Bay Area with plans to get a master's in architecture from CJI-Berkeley. Iron ically. he was so
good at his summer job at Esprit - and learned so much
about design- that he's never gone back to school. Esprit
was J leading-edge company in retail-store architecture and
design, .md Doug Thompkins, who was one of the owners,
took Schaefer under his wing and taught him things he still
draws on to this day.
After a year of creative growth at Esprit and four at
Banana Republic. where he learned a lot about the business
end, Schaefer moved to New York to work for J. Crew.
" Jt was a career move tior me, ,. he says, "b ecause I was
essentially responsible for the physical and design image of the
en tire company -not just corporate headquarters but everything from store windows and hang tags to the way merchandise was organized in displays. When you're working
with 150-200 stores worldwide. from New York to Tokyo,
and 80,000 units of clothing at a time, it's an enormous job.''

omorrow, Schaefer has to leave St. Ba1·t·s and
return to New York to plan his next Furniture
Co. show.
"Starting a new career was a big step," he
says. "but success in my field is all about relationships. So when I left J. Crew (he still does
consulting work for the company), l took my
Rolodex with me."
Schaefer started Fumiture Co. with just eight employees. The staff now numbers a dozen, and the business is so
successful that the boss is about to open a new Furniture Co.
shop in L.A. (late this year or early 200 I) and another in
Chicago (2001) . After that, London, Milan, Patis, and Tokyo
are on the drawing board.
" I can't imagine Furniture Co. growing beyond, say, 1012 stores," says Schaefer, who sees his private Schaefer Studio design jobs in Aspen and at Trump Towers as testing
grounds for things he'll ultimately usc or reject at the Furniture Co. H e also has strong feelings about nurtUting the next
generation of designers the way the Thralls nurtured him at
La-.,vrence.
" I never went to architecture schooL yet there's no
architect in the world who would say that I'm not an architect," says Schaefer. ··1 learned by doing, and one of the
things I'd like to do with the national competition ·we're
going to sponsor is to make it less a competition and more of
an educational experience. I want the cl1ar1ce to tell the<;e
young designers that in a conventional academic environmem they're being fed information. Whereas, I had to sea rch
it out."
··r want to give them a raw, elemental-materials project
with one-word of direction -chair- and see what kind of
thinking they're capable of on their own." LT
Ke11t 1-Iawwll is 11 _{cm11er stqfT t11riter nt Sports illustrated nnd
l111rcatt chiiffor the Adanta Journal-Constitution. He lives 111
Arhetts, Ceo~f!in, 1111d is ediror cif Georgia Magazine.
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Domestic abuse. AIDS. Child sexual abuse. Families of
divorce. Sexual haras'>ment. Workplace diversity. J ustice in
housing. Surviving breast cancer. Despite its name, there is
nothing illusory about the work done by the lllmion Theater company of Minneapolis, which specializes in play\
that addrC\'> \Ome of the most sensitive social issues of the
day, always with an evident bias toward human beings,
f:1milies, equity, and hope~
"The work I started at Lawrence, I am still doing," say'>
l:3onnie Morris, '72, producing director of Illusion Theater,
"using what we call theatre to change reality."
Designated a Scholar of the University at Lawrence,
Morris majored in religion and thean·c and graduattd to
btgin a life lived at the interfuce where sociology meets dramaturgy and creativity meets human needs.
According to the ,\,Jilmeapolis Star Tribr111e, " Illusion
Theater has shown that it knows how to make art and how
to make ch,Hlge and to do both within plays that are as entertaining a\ they arc compelling."
The highly articulate Illusion Theater known today
actually c;tartcd out not saying a word. Created as a pantomime troupe in 1974 by Morris and co-founder Michael
Robins, Illusion began as a six-actor touring company with
an annu<ll budget of$400. Today, the company hao; found its
voice, its budget is close to S 1 million per year, and more
than 65,000 people sec Illusion productions at its home in the
Hennepin Center for the Arts or on the road.
In October, that road brought Morris and Illusion's latest pby, Por Our Dmt,f!.ltters, to Appleton and Oshkosh for
three performances sponsored by the Girl Scouts, several local
health-can: corporations, and both the Women's Fund of the
Community Foundation for the Fox Valley, Inc., and the
Women's Fund of the Oshkosh Community Foundation.
For 011r Dar t,f!.lttcrs, its posters say, "entertains, educates,
and touches you through the personal stories of breast cancer
survivors. Most of all, it offers a message of hope.
"This production is intended for women and their fctmilie.,
and friend~. It is age-appropriate for girls fifth grade and older. ..

The show combines live accors w1th video images of
breast cancer survivors telling their own stories. Much of its
Impact comes from that testimony and from a patient advocate who speaks directly to the audience about the decisions
- "so many and so fast" - that must be made as part of an
experience that "no woman should have to go through alone."
Most important, Morris says, the play is abom "moms
and daughters talking out loud in a public sp,lCe about something important to both."
Projects such as For 011r Dall,f!.ltters, 0/~jccts i11 tltc .'vfirror
Are Closer Than '171ey Appear (racism), Di111ly Perceived
'J'llreats to the System (the nuclear tunily), or Like Waters
Rolliu,f!. Dmtlll (affordable homing and social justice) art
examples of Illusion's brand of theatre
content-oriented
and concerned with issues in the audience\ own experiences.
That is what makes Illusion, quotmg again the Star Trib11nc,
"a theatre that means something to the people who go to it."
Looking back, Morris says, 'Tve been creating theatre
for 25 years- living art, music, and poetry o11t lo11d. I really
believe that the way I've lived is the way we ought to live,
with the arts present in our lives." LT
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Jessica
of all
trades
By Michelle Burz inski

It's 8:00 a.m. on a Saturday, and
w hile n1ost Law rence students
are still abed, Jessica R eeves, '00,
1s at Alexander

Gymnasiun1

preparing for a Vikin gs hon1e
football game. As n1anager of the
football teatn, she keeps every
player supplied w ith helmets,
shoulder pads, cleats, and other
necessary equ1pn1 ent. In other seasons
she performs similar functions as m anager and student trainer of the women's
basketball team and assistant in the
equipment roon1. She also is a spring
track athlete.
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It is unan imous among coaches that Reeves does a lot of
things for Lawrence ath letics that nobody else can - or
wants to - do. She is a working wonder. A woman of all
trades. The so-called "Mom" of many Vikings teams.
"Jessica is vety dedicated," says Athletics Director and
Head Football Coach Dave Brown . "She has a real focus for
accomplishing goals. Whatever she sets her sights on, she
brives 110 percent, whether it is being a manager, trainer, athlete, or student. A lot of days I don't know how we would
make it without her."
Reeves began working for the athletics department during her sophomore year. When a knee injllly ended her days
as a basketball player, she still wanted to stay active within the
department. She asked Coach Brown if there was anything she

SPORTS

could do to help out, and the outcome was a manager's job
with the football team. After football season, Reeves wanted
to stay involved with basketball, and Head Coach Amy Proctor offered her a job as that team's manager. Although she says
her first year with both teams was devoted to leaming the
ropes, today she has the jobs down to a fine science.
In preparation for football season, Reeves comes back to
school a few days before practices begin, to help the coaching staff and equipment manager Chris Weaver with final
preparations for the team's arrival. As a football manager she
spends countless hours n"laking sure everything is just right.
"During football pre-season l work 12-hour days,"
Reeves says. "Outing the season, r am limited by work-study
rules to only 20 hours a week, but I still work around 30 hours
to make sure everything gets done. There is a lot of preparation for practice and game days. J want to make sure things
are easy for others, so I try to help out as much as possible."
Reeves' duties include manag1ng the field affairs, such as
making sure the water is ready and necessary equipment is in
place. In addition, she serves as a liaison between Weaver, the
players, and the coaches in making sure everyone has the
necessary equipment.
"My job is not just about taping," she says. "I take a lot of
pride in what I do. The pride I can't feel as a student-athlete is
the pride l take in getting the athletes ready for the big game."
Weaver praises Reeves' dedication and hard work.
"When I think ofJess," she says, " I think of all the good
that comes from being an athlete. She embodies the spirit of
teamwork, dedication, and sacrifice. Knowing that she will be
arriving a day before the football team is incredibly reassuring.
"Jess not only 'manages' the football team and coaches,"
Weaver adds. "She also doubles as a trainer and will pinchhit with laundry duty when I need her. By the time school
starts, Jess has worked every hour on the clock. Her job performance is a benclunark for all future managers to follow."
This past spring Reeves received the Marion Reed
Award, given to a student-athlete who has made an outstanding contribution to Lawrence athletics.
"That was a real honor," she says, "because it let me
know how much I am appreciated by the athletics department coaches and staff"
Without Reeves' help in the training room, Head Athletic Trainer Darcy Robison doesn't know how she would
manage prepping 55 football players for a game.
"I never have to wony that the football or basketball
teams will not get the needed care," Robison says. "Jess has
my total trust. In my eight years as a certified athletic trainer,
Jess is one of the best student trainers I have ever worked
with. She has a heart of gold."
When thinking of Reeves' unending dedication to the
athletic department, one story comes to mind for Robison.
"I will never forget the time this past spting when Jess

was unable to compete at the Midwest Conference Outdoor
Track Championships because she had mono," Robison
recalls. "Even though she was unable to compete, she offered
to drive a freshman athlete who was unable to leave class early
down to Galesburg, OJinois. The weather outside w::ts awful
and she had a test to study for, but she knew that the fi.·eshman could help the team. That is what teamwork is all about."
Although this year is her last helping out the athletics
department where needed, Reeves will never forget some of

"When I think of Jess," Weaver says, " I
think of all the good that com es frotn
being an athlete. She embodies the
spirit of teamw ork, dedication , and
sacrifice. Knowing that she will be
arriving a day before the footb all team
is incredibly reassuring."

the game-day rituals she has been part of over the years:
"I have frantically searched for change and a Gatorade
machine during basketball g,unes, made sure that eye black
was exactly the same thickness every game, checked that the
tape on an athlete's foot was the same tightness and in the
same area every game, and always made sure to have a towel
and water in hand whenever a certain football player comes
to the sideline."
Lawrentians, next time you see Jessica Reeves on the
football sideline, behind the basketball bench, in the trainjng
room, or just walking across campus- that would be a good
time to thank her for her hard work and dedication to
Lawrence athletics. LT

+ http:/ /www.lawrence.edu/media/sportsnews/
Shelly B11rzii!Ski is an assistant accollnf executive with Kohnstamm Communications, a media-relations agency in St. Pa11l,
Minnesota. Site served as sports information director at La!11re11Ce
in 1998-99.
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Notes from the
Locker Room

The Lawrence University women's cross
country team ran to the lone Midwest
Conference championship claimed by
the Vikings in the fall of 1999. Lawrence
easily won the title with 34 points, and
Carroll College was second with 58.
Julie Liebich, '01, Menomonie, led
the Vikings by finishing third in the SK
race in 19 minutes, 29 seconds. Cathy
Kempen, '01, Freedom, finished fifth,
Katy Roll, '01, Pewaukee, took seventh,
Courtney Miller, '03, Rochester, New
York, placed ninth, and Sally Schonfeld,
'02, Reedsburg, finished tenth. All five
runners earned All-Midwest Conference

Kayte Hansen, '02, goes for a dig while teammate Tricia Freiburger, '03, and the Lawrence bench
look on.

honors.
The men's cross country team

Appleton, and lineman Rob Dummert,

named

turned in a respectable third-place finish

'00, Brookfield. Defensive backs Ty Moli-

Defender Kiana Neal, '02, Eugene, Ore-

with 87 points. Grinnell College won

tor, '01, Appleton, and Chad Waller, '00,

the title with 44 points. Peter Levi, '01,

Waupaca,

both earned second-team

gon, forward Betsy Moyer, '01, Eau
Claire, and goalkeeper Kim Geiser, '00,

Watertown, was one of three Vikings

honors on defense. Receiving honorable

Hopkins, Minnesota, were all named

who ran to all-conference honors. Levi
led Lawrence by finishing sixth in the 8K

mention for the Vikings were defensive

second team all-conference.

lineman Scott Fischer, '02, Appleton,

The men's soccer team was ninth in

race in 27:39. Eric Davis, '02, Madison,

defensive lineman Chad Kloes, '02, Kim-

the conference with a 3-6 record and

took ninth and Josh Cross, '01, Apple-

berly, linebacker Scott Dummert, '02,

ton, finished 14th to also be named all-

Brookfield, and linebacker Justin Staker,
'00, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

finished 5-11 overall. Defender Tom
Conti, '02, Dunwoody, Georgia, was
named second team all-conference.

Brown, the football team earned a 3-7

For the second consecutive year, the
women's soccer team reached the confer-

place in the North Division of the Mid-

overall record and went 3-6 in the con-

ence title game, but the season aga in

west Conference with a 2-2 record. The

ference. The Vikings posted wins over

ended with a loss. The Vikings beat St.

Vikings then posted a 1-2 record at the

Carroll College, Monmouth College,

Norbert College 3-2 in the conference

conference tournament to finish with a

and

semifinals at Grinnell but then lost to the

16-18 overall mark. Middle hitter Kayte

weeks.

host Pioneers 1-0 in the championship

Hansen, '02, Ripon, was named first

Ten Viking football players received
all-conference honors. Offensive line-

game. Lawrence equaled the school record
for most wins in a season, both overall and

team all-conference. Setter Jenny Batog,

man Mark Smrecek, '01, Appleton, and

in the conference, by posting an 11-6-1

conference honors.

linebacker Jeff Divjak, '03, Schofield,

overall mark and 7-3-1 league record.

conference.
Under first-year head coach Dave
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College in consecutive

both were named to the first team.

Forward Megan Tiemann, '02, Kent,

Named to the second team on offense

Washington, and midfielder Beth Mollner,

were wide receiver Stacy Seidl, '01,

'00, St. Paul, Minnesota, were both

Sp r ing

2 000

f irst

team

all-conference.

The volleyball team tied for third

'00, Greenfield, earned second team allThe women's tennis team placed seventh in the conference championships
at Illinois College. JVA
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Lawrence 1939
65th Reun1on June 2004
Bettylou Scandling Hubin, Pompano
l3each, Flond.t, t\ anive 111 the American
Asson.ltlon of Untvel"'>tt) Women
.md the I)auglller-. of the Ametican
Revoluuon.
Irene I. Luethge, Sheboygan, recently
won .twards 111 two statewide non-fiction
.1nick wnt 111g come~ts and has completed the m.uluscript of a book describing hc..·r advt:mures and experiences living
in Wisconsin's Kl.'ttle Morajne country.
Edmund R. Webster, Waupaca, is a
retinxl priest of the Episcopal Church,
fornll'rly rector of St. Mark's Church .
Waup.tca.

Milwaukee-Downer 1939
Sesquicentennial Reunion ,
Octobrr 2001
Anne V. Adler, Mtl,\aukee, serves on
the..· bo.ml of trmtecs of the Mar;htidd
Area Communtt)' f-oundanon.
Eleanor Salisbury Fenton, North
Oab, Mtnm:sot;l. ,1 rcttrc..·d professor and
~tssoctatt• dc.111 at the Umversu:y of Minnesot.l, is bo.1rd man.tgcr tor the McPhail
Cc..·ntcr fc>r the Arts.
Katherine Leaman Herr mann, Greendale, ;'lnd her son, David, arc members of
a five - person rc..'cordcr cnscmbk that has
played Advent and Christmas concertS in
loc.tl chun:hc..·s ;~nd al\o performed at
Cardinal Stntch College and with the
Madi'>on Rt·corder Society.
Martha Lyon Lambiotte, sttll an active
tred;~mc wnter, has sold her home and
moved Into an ap.1nment complex in
Sturgeon l3.1} .
Kay Adams Tincknell, ~chaumburg.
IJlinol\, i., .l">tst.lnt \ICc-president of a
large tc)od-sen·1ce' compan) in the
Chic.1go .1rea.

Lawrence 1941
60th Reunion, June :1 oo•
Robert L. Woodard, Plainfield, Illinois.
.lttendt•d a rcumon of the 367th Fighter
Group in P1mburgh. Pennsylvania, in
Scplemht•r.

Lawrence 1943
60th Reunion , Junt! 2003
Doris Angcrmeyer Beatty, Madison,
puts on puppt•t shows .tt lle.1d Start '>ires
.1nd other prl'.,chools to educate children
<lhout the dangen of drug and alcohol

Charlotte Brooks Brown, Hot Springs,
Arkans.l't, played tht• \ 10hn Ill a f.'lll concert ,It Westmtnster Pre\b} ten an Church.
Through the yea!"\ \he h,1c; been a member of the Um\ CNt) Orchestra in

Eugene, Oregon: the T.Konu Philharmonic m T.teoma. ~/ashmgton; and, for
36 years. thl' Ark.tmas Symphony in little R.ock.

Milwaukee-Downer 1944
Sesqukentennial Reunion,
October 200 1
Lorraine Deibler Newby, R.ose ll ill,
Kamas. I'> an author, hic;roncal rcsc.1rcher.
:md illustrator.

Lawrence 1945
55th Reun1on, Ju ne 16- 18, 2000
Roland and Rosalind Krug Fenz live
in Tucson, Arizon.t. Rolly ts founder of
the Sun City Community Foundation
for Sun Cit)·, Tucson .•111d southern Arizona.
Mardi Bryant Jones, I hila,, Tex.t'l, \\<lS
chosen 1999 Te:-.as Mother of the Year
by the Tt.'x.lS l.,tatc and Merroplex Chapten of American Mothers, Inc.
Mary Wood Small, Naples. Flonda, 1s a
Stcphl'n Mumtry carcg1\'er .It N;~pk~
Unitl'd Church of Chmt.

Lawrence 194 7
55th Reunion, JunE> 2002
George J. Bogs, l3innwgl1Jin, AIJb.Hna,
is sales promotion 111.\ll<lger for the U.S.
Pipe and Foundry Comp.lny. lie has
been with tht.: company f(,r over 53 year~
and is tht· olde~t active <lnd longest-serving employee.
Frances A. Decker, Menominee,
MtchJ~,ln, is retired '" director of public
health nur-.ing for the Minne\ota Department of I Ic.tlth. She has Inuit ,1 house on
the shore of Creen Bay .md i~ active in a
vanet)· of c1v1c actl\ 1t1cs.
Marty Ritter Lindsay, Mequon. docs
Vl~ton screenmg ,It arc.1 preschool\ under
the ausptce., of I klta (;amma and the
Prevent 13lmdness or~.llll/:tnon.
Robert S. Wilch , llartland, •~ president
of tht• Northwestt'rn Un1vc..-rs1t) Mldshipm.lll \ Association. Other L:l\'- renti.tns at an Augmt 1999 rc..·unton 111 San
l)jego wne Du.Jinl' DIScher, '.f9, and
John Sterky. Rnbc..·rt Eisen.teh, '.J.B, is
also .1 member but could not attl'nd.

Lawrence 1950
50th Reunion, June 16- 18 , 2000
Joyce Valy Davis, Sp.1rks, Nevadn, voluntet.:rs weekly in the emergency room
of the local hospital and :tlso serves on
the board of thl· count)\ Retired Semor
Voluntl'cr Program.
Elizabeth Forster Glidden. Bloomington, lllmms, retired 111 June 1999 :ts an
ordained United Methodist de.lCon <llld
DO\\ is chaplain rcstdcnt <
lt BroMcnn

Richard G.
Niemi, '62,
profesc;or of
poltttcal -;cience at
the University of
Rocheo;tcr, has
been appointed
the J )on Alonzo
Watson P rofessor of Politica l Science. Niemi specialin:s in voting
be havior and civic education. H ie;
latest book, c;,,;c Ed11mtion: 11'lwt
.\fakes St11dents Ll•am (with J ane
Juno) documents how much
sn1dcnts kno\\ about a wide range
of political and civics topics. How
and what young people Jearn about
the American political "Y'>tCm I'> one
of Niemi's long-standmg uncrcsts.
H e also is co-author of books on
voting pattcrn'i, legio;lacivc di<;tricting, public opinion. and statistics on
American politics. a'i well as the
amhor of more than I 00 articleo; on
th ese topi cs. After graduating fi·om
Lawrence, he e<lrned his doctorate at
the University of Michigan and
joined the Rochester faculty in 1967
when the late William II. Riker.
then the department c hair and a
teache r of Nicm1 \ at Lawrence,
recmited him.
Healthcare. In Febntar) I 1J99 she made
a nine-day mission 'isit to Cuba wirh
other Umtcd MethodJ'tt de.teum.
Rosalie Keller Griese, W.1ltlum, Mas-;achusetts, \" nte' a t\\ ICe-monthly
column in the Bostllll Su11day C!tJ/u•.
Joe and Althea Hunting ('51) Kortenhof live in St. Louis, where he 1s senior
partner of the Kortenhof and Ely IJw

firm.
Richard A. Lindne r , Cedarburg, was
awarded the 1999 Mclvlll Jones Fellowship for hum;tni t:man service by the..·
Lions Club lntern;ltional J~ uundation.
C laude H. Rad tke, Appleton, is retired
after 40 years as a teacher, coal'h, and
high-~chool counselor.

Lawrence 1952
50 t h Reun1on , Jun e 200 2
Kenneth K. "Tim" and J oAnn
Buesing ('57) DuVall , Appleton,
have retired. H e was ,1 rcg-tstered
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Lawrence University
Alumni Association
jonathan W. B auer, '83
President
Raymond J. R am c;ey, '88
Vice-President
Janice Daniels Quinlan , '74
Director of Alumni Relations

representative for the Milw:wkee Company, and she was a music teacher at
M cKit1ley Elementary School.
T h eodo re " T ed " Runyon wa~ recently
in Korea to celebrate the publication of a
Korean translation of his book, '111c .\'£'11'
Crcnric111: }<IIIII I l'esley's 17u•alo:~Y 1(,tf,,y,
publtshed in this counrry by Abingdon
Press. An cmcrit11s professor of theolob'Y at
Emory Univ~rsity in Atlanta, he is teaching at the Methodist Seminary in
M oscow dtning the spring sentcster.

Lawrence
Andrea M. P owers, '94
As~istant Director of Alumni
Relations

Board of Directors
William E. Beringer, '50
Angela M. Bier, '98
M argi Briggs-Lofto n , '76
Betty DomrOSt! Brown, M - D '47
Kathleen W. Callaghan, C '99
M ary L. Carlson-Mason , '72
John R. Chandler, '77
Elizabeth Van Buskirk Deckman, '85
Becky Doyle, '00
Diane Bass Greatwood, C '53
J am es Hansen , '00
Todd W. Hausmann, '85
J ane Voss H olroyd, '61
Walter J. Isaac, '64
Nancy Moran Larson, '48
Nancy Perkins Lindsey, M -D '54
Elizabeth W ood M acD onald, '44
Andrew D. M cN eill , '79
Vi ctoria Moerchen , '86
Jim M oran, '00
Charles L. Newhall, '86
R. Paul Nickel, '97
Jo H owarth Noonan, '78
Mia T. Paul, '95
Kelly Carroll Rhodes, '89
Mark C. Scheffler, C '91
J essica Seaberg, ' 00
Betsy G rausnick Sonnemann, M-D '48
George Swope, Jr., '72
Lee Traven, '52
Barbara von B ehrcn Searcy Uhlman, '67
Nancy Freeman W.lllacc, '73

38
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ur.•on J t• c & 1'"11
Nicholas T. Kaiser, although retired
as chatrman of the board and chief
executive officer of the Carbide/
Graphite Group, [nc., continues to serve
on ics board of directors. H e and his
wife, H elen Williams Kaiser , live in
Boca Grande, Florida.
T om and Arlene Keller Roberts,
Delafield, traveled with another couple
to Au~tralia and N ew Zealand in 1999,
spending Easter in Sydney. Their church
choir i~ scheduled to sing in two concerts at the Vatican in October 2000.
J am es R. Sackett, Encino, California, is
professor emcrit11s of archaeology at
UCLA.

Lawrence 1957
45th ilrun1on June 20( J
M . John Dyrud, Wilmette, Illinois, is
active in the Society of Sons of the
American Revolution, serving as vicepresident of its Illinois chapter. LJSt June
he marched with the society's color
guard in a Flag Day parade in the viUage
of Waubeka, commemorating the event
that led to June 14 being designated as
Flag Day. H e also serves as chairman of
the liter::tcy committtee of the Wilmette
R otnry C lub and is chairing an antique
boat parade in celebration of the ye.tr
2000.
R obert S. Furman , Camden, Maine, is
an orthopedic surgeon in practice with
the Penobscot Bay Orthopedic Associates.
J o hn H armon, Winneconne, in Oclober, received the Wisconsin Music Educators 1999 Distinguished Service
Award, given to an individual who has
made significant contributions to music
and music education over a sustained
period of time. Hannon has been compmer-in-residence for educational organiz.nions throughout the country and has
received conunissions from school
ensembles as well as professional musicians.
Philip C. H om es, Blairstown, New
Jersey, chair of the fine arts department
at Blair Academy. has been elected to

membership o n the W arren County Arts
and Htritagc Commission and also is a
member of the board of directors of rhe
B en and Evelyn Wilson Foundation.
D avid C. J o hnson , R eno, Nevada, is
pres1denc of Northern Nevada Nephrology, Ltd.
Norma C hristopherson Kre tzschmar,
Sioux City, Iowa, is organist at the
Whitefield United M ethodist Church
and also gives private music instruction.
Mary G . M eikle, Green Bay, sings in
the Dudley Birder C ho rale and is acciw
in the League of Women Voters, the
YMCA, ,1 polittc:ll p::trty, and her
church.
C h arles H . M erry, Appleton, retired
from IBM on 11t"cember 31, 1999. His
retiremt•nt plans include volunteenng,
classes .H Lawrence, reading, travel,
skiing, and running.
Robert P. Nyc, Whitefish Bay, is
midwest regional manager for Valpar
International in Milwaukee.
James L. P ar ker , Appleton, retired as
senior research mnnagt"r of the Kimberly
Clark Corporation 111 1996. He volunteers with ilig Brothers/ Big Sistc~.
Habitat for Humamty, the Appleton
Medical Center Foundation, and the
Sierra C lub.
Gretchen N iedert Spick erman , Lac tlu
Flambeau , ht:ads a program in the local
school that has involved 27 senior volunteers in working with pupils from
preschool m eighth grade.
J ack B. T ichen o r, after 35 yearc; 111
inrernacion.u sales .md marketing, ha
seeded Ill Tuba, Oklalwma, and ts
selling c.m and tmcks for Tulsa Auto
Collection, Inc.

lawrence 1958
4rt~ lh 1 io .
'"le 2003
D avid C. Wiese, Seattle. W ashington,
is a project manager on the UltraRice
Project, funded by the Gates Foundation. Wiese is responsible for completing
nutrinonal development work on a
vitamin-fortified rice product, which
then would be licensed to manufacturer~
in Third World countries.

Lawrence 1959
nh 0 unio , June 2001
Donald A. AndJer is president of
Andler & Associates, Inc., in Barrington,
Illinois.
W altressa Allen M olsb erry, Nederl,md.
Colorado, i~ a technical writer workmg
on a contract basis with Sun Micro~ysterm.
Caro l Schleger Ostro m , R ockford,
llhnois, is smff accompanist at R ock
V;uley College and organist at Gloria Dei
4
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Lutheran Church. fhe college\ 90-,·oice
Commumt) Chor.tlc:, \\hJCI; she accompJnies, was one of three \'oc,tl groups
111\'Jted to perfimn on Ikcember 30.
II.JI.JIJ. ,tt C.mwg~t' H all.
Shirley Spangler Steiner, R.ichl.md
Center, is .1 K (J nHI\ic spcci.tlist at the
Doudna School.
Robe r t W. Swain , Jr., Appleton, ha~
do\t'd hi\ solo l.tw pr.Ktice .md joined
the finn of R obinson, Peterson. Berk &
Cross.
Ruth M. Weber, Normal, Illinois, was
elected county rt•cordcr in 19tJ2 and
1996 .wd is up f(lr re- dection again in
2000. She pLtys the organ in church and
at wver.tl M td wcstnn hor. .e shows,
including tht• llluwi' St,Jtc: Fair.

lawrence 1961
40th Reun1 o n
ne 2001
Ashley T. Haase, Regents Professor
of Mtcrob10loh') .tt rlw Uni\'ersity of
Mmnesota. rt•cetvt•d n,ltlon\\'tdc media
arrcmion 111 Novembt•r when he and
colleague' olllllOUllCed in Sril'll((' magazine
a m;~jor nt'\\ tindmg in their on-going
AIDS rt•st·.trch. Studit·s conducted at the
univt'rsity and seven llll'dical centers in
the United State,, Gcrnuny, and the
Netherl.llld' havt· rcve.tkd that, within
days of infecting someone, the AIDS
virus manages to find hiding pl~tCes that
no drug currently in usc is able to reach.
What tim lllt':lll'> for p<ltient\, llaase says,
i~ that tht·y'll prob.tbly have to take
AIDS drub" fi.Jr li fe, cven iftc\ts show
th,tt they have lmlc if .my virus in
their 'Y'tclll\.
J oseph F. Kunz, Convctw, Texas. is
retired a' a pilot for Contincnt.ll Airhnes.

lawrence 1962
40th Reun on , Jun 2002
David J . Fellman, Napcr\'tllc, Illinois,
pro\'idt•' VIP techmcal support at Global
Computt·r ~upplies.

lawrence 1964
40th Reunion , June 2004
Jane Dillon Berghult-Stcwart, Stillwater, Minnesota, i~ director of educational services for lmlependcnt School
District 196.
Richard N. and Susan Nelson ('65)
Goldsmith liw in Phoenix, Arizona.
She ic; t<lking graduate course~ in biology.
and he is .111 attornc} .111d p.trtner in the
tinn of Le\\ is & R.oct.

Mini-Maritime Reunion
En}oymg a Lawrence 'SO reumon m April 1999,
aboard the Sea Princess for tts maugural
Panama Canal crwse were (clockwtse from
upper left)· Eltzabeth Stockham Stmpson,
Tucson, Arizona; Maryean Metsner Flom,
Minneapolis. Minn.; Virgmia Scott Hememann,
Wausau, Wis.; and Ann Cox Otzen, Arlington
Heights, Ill.

lawrence 1965
35th Reunton , June 2001
Jocelyn Morse Doden , Addison, llli noi~.
is an early childhood 'Pt'cial l'ducnion
tcachcr .tt Sch,ttlT School in lombard.
Olin R. Jennings, Coltunbt,t, New
Jersey. has opcr.tted lm O\\ n managemem-comulting firm, The Jenning-;
Group. Inc .. t(>r 14 yt'<trs.
Theodore M. Katzoff, lkrnlOs;t Uc,tdt,
C.tlitorm.t. \cmor ft·ncmg m,hter at the
Wcst,tdt• Fennng Center. " Ill lm 20th
year of te.tchmg fenung .tt ll,tn".trd-

TODAY

Westlake School ,tnd " worktng on
establishing a fencing progr.tm for the
disabled.
Duncan C. Malloch , Mmnctonk.t.
Minne'>ota. 1~ an ,t\\OCI<ttc and scnior
designer'' ith the architectural tirm of
Walsh Bishop AmKIJtC'- in Mumeapoh~.
Todd J. Mitchell , Oconomowoc,
became a partner/shareholder in the law
firm Schober Schober &. Mitchell, S.C.,
in August 19Sl9.
Barbara Bradley Petura, l >ttl l m:~n,
W:1shington, is wl'hm :t~tt'r of WorkingDogWcb.com, a ~ite thal hdps people
learn about dog bret·ds, ht·alth, u-.tiniug,
and sports. Although a hobby. it ,tl-,o
helps her keep current with Imernet
trends important to her work as '"'i'>tant
vice-pre-,idem for UJ11V(.'r'lity rclariom :tt
Washington State..· Umwrsit).
Victor W. Weaver, Chmo 1-hll'>,
California. is semor human resources
manager for the 1 R W Space and
Electronics Group.
Barbara Trost Wolf, Pl.lnranon,
Florida. i' an attorney 111 pnvatc pr,tcticl'.

l awrence 1966
35th Reunion, June 2001
David K. G lidden, Rivcr~idt', Clhtornia, is professor of philosophy at tht·
University of Ca li fornia- Ri ver~ i dc.
Rebecca T h omason Gordon,
Potomac, Maryland, became..· principal
of Seven Lock-. Elcment.try School in
Bethesda thi'> p,1~t f:t ll , .tftcr '-t'rving tor
two year'i as aS\istant principal of an
elementary school in Gaithc..·rsburg.
Carol Johnsrud Hansen, Mequon, is
administrative .mi'>tam .tt Eth.m Allen
Galleries. As .t volunteer at thl' Ozaukee
County Humane Socit't), she .md ht·r
cocker spaniel. Penny, vi . . it remlcms in
local mming homes.
Henry M. Kaiser, Ptcdmont, C.thfornia,
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is vice-chainnan of the WI H ::nper
Group. a San Francisco flm1 that invests
in Internet-related U.S. technologies.
Kaiser also serves on the board of directors
of the not-for-profit Kaiser Foundation
H ospitals and Health Plan.
John H . Ramer, Fond du L:tc, is
president of the Fond du Lac County
Economic Development Corporation.
Thomas E. Steinmetz, Richfield, is
a physician in practice with Mediml
Associates of Menomonee Falls.

Michael D. Andrews, Summit, New

graduated from Lawrence with the Class
of J 969 at age 44 and tauglu French at
Neenah High School until her n:tirement in l <.)76. Dorothy. who celebr::tted
her 8.3rd birthday on January 10, is
active in her church and <tlso makes baby
quilts and comforters for the needy.
Tocher Mitchell, a financial consultam
from Shelburne, Vermont, had a consulting assignment in 199<.) in Ulan
Bator, Mongolia, working on a USAID
bank-restructuring project.
James A. Nelson, Reston, Virginia,
is senior minister of the Unitarian
Universalist Congregation of Fairfax.
Martin R. Pierce, Belmont, M::tssachusetts, is :1 career consultant with R. L.
Srevcns & Associates in Boston.
Richard K. West, Cabin John,
M::tryland. is deputy general counsel
to the inspector general of the United
States Postal Service.
Linda Mayer Wills, Downers Grove,
Illinois, is a sales representative for
Roche Phannaceuticals, calling on
prim:11y-c<lre physicians. In addition,
sbe choreographs and dances for :1
church dance group, is a member of
the t~unily-ministrics committee at her
church, and recently co-produced a
haH~hour local history segment for cableaccess television. She also continues to
work :1$ an e.AL:ra for televi~ion and films.
Vernon 0. " 'ilmot, Appleton, is a
mathematics teacher at North I-ligh
School.

Jersey, chief economist for North America
at We~tdeut~che L:mdesbank in New
York City.
P eder H. Culver, Neenah, is a partner
and branch manager in Wayne Humnu!r
Investment:s.
John 0. Edstrom is publisher of the
Winona Post in Winona, Minnesota.
Steven E. Forsgren, Noblesville, Indiana,
is real estate m::tnager for Steak'n'Shake,
luc., in Indianapolis.
James L. Fry, Punta Gorda, Florida, is a
counselor at Coastal Recovery Centers
and provides menta l-he::t lth services at
Peace River Outward Bound and
through a private practice. A theatre
and drama major at Lawrence, he played
the rok of Alfred Doolittle in a local
production of My Fair Lndy in October
and also is continuing his long-time
interest in theatre photography.
Linda McNeely Graham, Littleton,
Colorado, is associate clinical director at
the Postgraduate Institute for Medicine,
a comp<UlY that certifit:s continuing
medical education programs for physicians,
pharmacists, and nurses.
Dorothy T rksak Kublicka, M::tdison,

35th Reunion , June 2004
Paul Bauck i~ the new director and
head at Spruce Street School, a private
elementary school in Seattle. Washington.
Norman and j anet Gull ('71) Bax ter
li ve in Cheverly, Maryland. Jant:t is
librarian t(.>r the law hm1 ofCalland,
Kharach, and Garfinkle in Georgetown.
Norman works for the l3arents Group
consulting firm and has been training
bankers in the fom1er Soviet Union and
the republics in modern commercial
banking and in credit analysis since 1993.
CutTcntly he is working under a World
Bank- funded contract to develop training materials for, and teach, mid-level
Ministry of finance officials in Russia.
Thomas N. Findlay, St. Paul, Minnesora, is a counselor at a technical
college and also has a freelance practice
as a vocational consultant.
Geoffrey H. Garrett, Mercer Island,
Washington, is a captain for United
Airljnes, based at the Se::tttle lntemational
Airport.
Alex J. Meloy, Evanston, Illinois, is

Lawrence 1968
35th Reunion, June 2004

Charlene Indermuehle Reitz, Fond du
Lac, is a self-employed music teacher.
Anne DeLong Smith, Las Vegas,
Nevada, and her husband, Tom, arc active
in fimd-raising for YMCA Can1p ManitoWish in Boulder Junction, Wisconsin.
Robert L. Suettinger, North Potomac,
Maryland. is a visiting fellow at the
l3rookings Institution, Washington.
D.C., doing grant-supported research
and writing a book analyzing the past
ten years ofU.S.-China relations. He is
the fanner directOr of Asian aff:tirs for
the National Security Council and, most
recently, narional intelligence officer
for East Asi::t at the Central lmeUigt:nce
Agency.

Lawrence 1969
35th Reunion, June 2004
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Lawrence 1970

vice-president of accounting for J. H uell
Briscoe &: Associates, Inc., in Chicago.
James B. Noble, Brule, is ::tn attorney
in practice with the finn of Noble &
Ryan, S.C., in La Crosse.
John A. Nyman , St. Paul , Minnesota,
is <ll1 economist and associate professor in
he:tlth services rese:-~rch :tnd policy at the
University of Minnesota- Twin Cities.
Robin Jones Perry, Brookfield, is a
customer-service represcntati ve for
Cascio Interstate Music Company.
Jacquelyn Bushner Schriber, San
Dimas, California, is president of Data
for Decisions.
T. James Snodgrass is rector of St.
Stephen's Episcopal Church in Olean,
New York.
Jana L. Ulland is the owner of Brass
Bed Antique~ in Duluth, Minnesota.
M. Daniel Vogel , Fargo, North
Dakota, is an attorney in the firm of
Vogel, Kelly, Knutson, Weir, Bye &
Hunke.

Lawrence 1972
30th Reunion, June 2002

Jane Brown Longley Bent, Appleton,
is an on-site case manager for Kemper
National Services.
Judith P. Collins, Madison, is corporate
attorney and executive advisor at £picentre Technologies Corpora6on.
Mark A. R. Facknitz, Harrisonburg,
Virginia, is professor of English ::tt J::trncs
Madison University.
Grady J. Frenchick, Madison, is partner
and senior patent counsel in the firm of
Michael, Best & Friedrich, specializing in
patent law in the area of the life sciences:
drug de]jvery, medical devices, and
biotechnology. He also tt:aches an
advanced-topics course in intellectual
property at tht: University of Wisconsin
law School.
Dze lncis K.reishman, Riga, latvia, is
an instructor in English at the University
of L::ttvia.
Philip Sargent, Winchester, Virginia, is
associate professor of music and chair of
the voice division in the Shenandoah
University Conservatory and currently
serves :ts Virginia governor in the
National Association ofTeachers of
Singing.
Su Anne Schreiner, Deerfield, Illinois,
has worked for Rotary TntemationaJ for
l8 years and currently serves as manager
for Rotary's legislative body, the Counctl
on Legislation, including coordination of
its triennial meeting.
Richard C. Spajn, Chicago, is partner
and president in the law firm of Spain,
Spain & Vamct, P. C.

ALUMNI
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Karen R . Van Galder is director of
Christian education at Mandarin Presbyterian Church in Jacksonville, Florida.
Kathy Poplawski Werlein, MjJwaukee,
is editor of equity research at Robert W.
Baird and Company.
George Whitely, Middleton, is chairman of the board of directors of Special
Olympics Wisconsin for 1999-2000.

Lawrence 1973
30th Reunion, June 2002
Paul S. Kitzke, Arlington, Virginia, is
vice-president and editorial director at
Hanley-Wood, L.L.C., in Washington,
D.C.
Patricia Marinac is science program
leader at Appleton East High School.
Pianist Robert McDonald, New York,
New York, teaches at both the Juilliard
School in New York and the Peabody
Conservatory in Baltimore and has been
director of the keyboard program ar the
Taos School of Music and Chamber
Music Festival in New Mexico for l8
years. For the past J2 years he has
accompanied the violinist Midori.
Stephen S. Weiner, Encino, California,
is senior economist for the Southern
California Association of Governments.

Lawrence 1974
30th Reunion , June 2005
Amy Hoffmann Jarvis, Louisville,
Colorado, is a broker associate with
Fowler Real Estate/Better Homes &
Gardens, in Boulder.
Robert S. Linden is principal of the
Washington, D.C., office of the management consulting firm Hagler BaiUy, Inc.

Lawrence 1975
25th Reunion, June 16-18, 2000
Robert S. Gurke is vice-president and
general manager of Food, Folks & Fun,
Inc., in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Lawrence 1977
25th Reunion, June 2002
Dorothy E. Fischer, Coppell, Texas,
is a change-management consultant and
owner of InnerAwareness, Inc. Currently
president of the Association of Alternative Health Care Professionals, she contributed a chapter, "The System vs. the
Soul," to the J 995 book RPdiscovering the

Soul i11 B11si11ess: A Re11aissai/CC of Va/11es.
Phoebe J. Grant, Chicago, Illinois, is
senior manager at the Catalyst Consulting Group.

Not Mrs. O' l eary's

Kath erine van Beunin gen-Newkirk, '84, is a Chicago artist and, lately,
cow-designer. In 1999 she was one of 300 artists w ho undertook what the
Metromix on-line guide calls "possibly the most unusual - and certainly the
silliest- project of their careers: transforming white, life-size, hollow fiberglass cows into works of art."
inspired by a similar public-art project in Switzerland, "Cows on Parade,"
sponsored by the City of Chicago, placed cow sculptures at a baker's-dozen
sites around the city, including Michigan Avenue, the Loop, the Museum of
Contempora1y Art, the Museum of Science and Industry, and both O'Hare
and Midway Airports. The city issued invitations to participate to 2,000 local
artists, 500 submitted ideas, and about 300 were realized.
Kathy van Beuningen-N ewkirk's objet d'art (above) was called simply
Poster Cow (the Chicago bovines had names ranging from Kwanzaa Cow to
Planet Chicowgo, with puns on words like udder and moo predominating).
Sponsored by Poster Plus Gallery, Inc., where she works as a retail buyer,
it is covered with hundreds of miniature vintage travel poster reproductions.
R eleased onto Mi chigan Avenue on June 19, Poster Cow had lost most
of its images within three weeks (va ndalism haunted Cows on Parade
throughout its June to O ctober run) but was soon restored and returned
to public view.

+ http://metromix.com
Lawrence 1978
25th Reunion, June 2003
Brent B. Erensel is director of Latin
bank equity research for Deutsche Bank
in New York Cicy.

Lawrence 1979
20th Reunion, June 16-18, 2000
Peter M. Copeland, Washington, D.C.,
is editor and general manager of the
Scripps Howard News Service.
Gary E. Kolker, Woodside California.

is president of Zebra Management
Company.

Lawrence 1980
20th Reunion, June 16-18, 2000
Deborah L. Anderson, Shorewood, is
a buyer for Pflow Industries, Inc., in
Milwaukee.
R. Kurt Held, University City,
Missouri, is senior vice-president for
human resources at Firstar Bank in St.
Louis.
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When Jeanette Miller, '90, married Fred Everson on October 2, 1999, these Lawrenttans were there to
help celebrate the occaston (from left): Front row Hilary Stratton Webster. '87, Nicole Huebner Wetzel,
'89 (with her son), Carole Wolsey Pankow, '90 (with daughter Kendra), Sue Fortney Walby, C '58,
Linda Schleiter Sherwood, '64, the bride, the groom, and Kathy Green Schultz, '88 Back row Ttm
Webster, '86, Kim Fredenck Schrum, '91, Andy Wetzel, '89 (holding son), Todd Pankow, '89, Dan
McCully, '89, and Dave Visser, '89.

Laura D. Maichel, St. Louis, is print
manager at Momentum Advertising.

Lawrence 1981
20t h Reunion, June 16-18, 2000

Rebecca R . Payne, Quincy !Uinois, is a
music teacher 1n the Quincy public
schools and at Sc Mary's Schools and
John Wood Community College.

Lawrence 1982
20th Reunion, June 2003

Dave and Connie Radtke Burnett live
in Tempe, Arizon,l. He is vice-president
of Burt-Burnett. Inc., a technical-consulting firm in Phoenix, and she is an
admimstrative sales assistant at Acosta
Sales and Marketing.
St. Louis artist C aroline CampbellMcCarthy volunteers at her daughter's
elementary school, teaching art appreciation.
Julie T h ome Carver, De Pere, is quality assurance manager at Land O'lakes.
Inc.
Allan R. Clarke, Appleton, a science
teacher at St. Mary Central High School
in Menasha, recently spent three weeks
in Japan under the Fulbright Memorial
Fund Teachers Program. Clarke. director
of St. Mary\ Solar Energy Education
Center, gathered infonnarion co be used
in the distance-educauon course on
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energy that he teaches to students at St.
Ma1y and the Oshkosh Chri~tian School.
Nan cy Elliott C urtis, Pittsford, New
York, is a senior technical writer for
Zi£f-Davis Education.
Chu ck DeMets, Verona. is associate
professor of geology and geophysics at
the Universitv of Wi~consin-Madison.
Ca therine B : D empesy, Chjcago, llljnois, is a psychotherapist/ counselor who
provide!> private-practice counseling and
comultation to women\ \ub~tance-abuse
program~. domestic-violence centers, and
Head Start Sites.
Sam Elkind is a1r dangerous gooch
compliance manager for United Parcel
Service in Louisville, Kentucky.
Lisa E . H owe, Nashotah, works in the
accounts rece1vable-credit department at
Waukesha Foods.
Brian D. Koser, Austin, Minnesota, is
in his 13th year as director of bands at
Austin High School and is active as a
fi·eelance musician. His third solo album,
jusr Duo, w,1s scheduled to be released in
January.
Karen Oaklay Kussler, Cedarburg, is
project manager at Inland Press/ Inland
Book in Menomonee Falls.
Samuel G . Levin, Brookfield, Illinois, is
an attorney in the fim1 of Skward.. &
Associates Led.
Bruce and Eliz abeth R ead Loder live

in Fox Point. She te,1chcs three- co sixyear-aids at Milwaukl.'e Montl'sson
School and is a member of rhe board of
directors of the Milwaukee B.1llet School
Parents, and he is an uwesnnenr broker
with A.G. Ed" ards.
Ann Jacobsen Murray, Chicago. Illinois, is a junior-high ~pecial education
reacher at the Burb,111k School.
Constance Trok Olivera, A hburn,
Virginia. is co-owner of Oliver:~ Music
Entertainment (http:/ / www.oliveramusic.com), which books a variery of bands,
classical soloists and ensembles, disk jockeys. and other entert,liners to perform for
weddings, receptions, corporate events,
and similar occasions in the Virginia.
District of Columbia, and Maryland area.
Graham M. Satherlie, Englc\\OOd,
Colorado, is general ~ale' managa for
KMG H-T V in Denver.
Rebecca D evereux Sullivan, Newton.
Massachusetts. left her po-;mon '" senior
vice-president for human resources at tht•
Ingalls ad,·ertio;ing ,1gcnq m Boston co
be an at-home mom to Delancy Elizabeth, adopted in Nanjing, China, in June
1999.
Bethann W etzel, ~tudio City. Californja, is a creative director .It Warner
Brothers in Burbank.

Lawrence 1983
20th Reunion, June 2003

Mitch Biba, Wiscomin I'l..apids, is vicepresident of sales at ODC. Inc. In September, he started a J7-picce b1g band
(http:/ I www .riverntie..jazz.com).
Scott J. Reppert, Germ.ll1tO\\ n, Tennessee, is generalnun.1ger of AmeriPridc
Linen and Apparel in Memphis.

Lawrence 1984
20th Reunion, June 2003

Jill A. Manuel is an execunw producer
at WBBM-TV, Chicago.
R o b ert A. Willis, Mukwonago. IS .1
chemistry teacher at Waukesha We~t
High School. where he al~o coaches the
defensive backs in tht· football program.

Lawrence 1985
15t h Reunion, Ju n e 200 1

Margaret LaVelle Gater , Half Moon
Bay. California, is a staff consultant with
the Envision Technology Marh·ting
Group in San Jose.
Theodore V. Holroy d , Keno\ha, is a
physician assistant at Orchard Medical
Center in Antioch. lllinoi .
David A . M elbye, Mmkego, IS director
of practice service\ ,lt Nc\\ ResourCt"\
Corporation in Milwaukee.

ALUMNI

Lawrence 1986
15 t h Reun1on , June 2001
Joseph Green Ill, Chicago. Illinois. is
assistant property manger for Jones Lang
LaSalle America~. L. P. He also produces
a talk show, "Higher Ground," on a
cable-access channel that features people
who are making sustainable and positive
social change in Chicago's conununities.

Lawrence 1987
15t h Re uni on, June 2001
E ileen R . Sliwinski, Seattle, Washington, is a fifth- and sixth-grade teacher in
the Seattle Public Schools.
Silagh C hiappetta Whjte, Bowling
Green. Ohio. is director of the Muse
Machine, an arts education program for
the Performing Arts Council of Toledo.
In December she was featured soloist for
the Adnan (Michigan) Syntphony, performing Mozart's Bassoon Concerto.

Lawrence 1989
1 5th Reunion, June 2004
Gary R. Nettekoven, Black Creek, was
the subject of a recent "SmaJJ Business
Spotlight" profile in the Appleton PosrCresccnt. Nettekovcn founded Diamond
Works, a residential cleaning and maintenance company, in 1995 .

Lawrence 1990
10 th Re un io n , Jun e 16- 18, 2000
Kurt F. Alt m an , Naples, Florida, is a
financial advisor with Legg Mason Wood
W alker, Inc.
Amy L. N eub ert, Brooklyn. New
York, is youth and teen director at the
Staten Island YMCA.
T h omas F. Radtke, Ocoee, Florida,
has separated from the U. S. Navy after
a nine-year stint in which he served as
a Spanish, French, and Hairian Creole
linguist. Currently he is remodeling a
house in Orlando and planning to pursue
a master's degree in computer information systems.
H eather B ush Sanfo rd, Shell,
W yoming, is a counst:lor at the LoveJJ
Middle School.

Lawrence 1991
10th Re un io n , Ju ne 2 0 0 1
Susan L. D u n can , Shorewood, is a
technical writer for Catalyst International
in Milwaukee.
J oann e T. H enderson , St. Louis,
Missouri, is the Suzuki violin and viola
teacher and chamber music coordinator
at the St. Louis Symphony Music
School.
Sherrill W eller K.nez el is an art teacher
at Lincoln Elem~ntary School in

Wauwatosa.
Kari T oavs P arson s, Ma1ietta, Georgia,
is associate pmor of Good Sh~phcrd
Lutheran Church. Her hmband,
Maxwell J. Par~ons, ts employed by
Coventry Health Care.
Clint G. W en inger, Wauk~sha, i~
aggregate resource manager for Payne &
Dolan, Inc. I Ic received the Master of
Science degree in management from
Cardinal Stritch University in 1998.

Lawrence 1992
1Ot h Reunion , Jun e 2002
J ennifer L. Baumgardner, New York,
New York, is co-author of a new book,

.Han[{esta: )'atlll_~ J Von1cn, Feminism,
Furure, ~cheduled for f:1ll
publication. A former editor
ar .\Is. magazme, 'he write~.
mainly about politics, for
such publications as l11c
,'\'arion, Jane, Our, Glamcmr,
.\ Jarie Claire, Z, .\lt~xim, and
.Hs., among others.
J ay W . Kirchner, Old
Hickory, Tennessee,
received rhe Ph .D. in
genetics from Indiana
University in March 1999
and now is a postdoctoral
research fellow :\t
Vanderb ilt University.
John B. N elson, Chicago,
is an account t:xccutive
with OneSourcc l nform:~ 
tion Services, Inc.
Kathie Lundgren Robinson,
Minneola. Florida. is .1
veterinarian at th~ Ocoee
Animal Hmptt,ll.
J ennifer A. Schmid t,
Forest Park, Illinois, is a
senior prOJCCt research
director at the University
of Chicago.
Matthew J . and Kendra
Stockdale Tobin, Appkton, are both in middle
management for the
Guardian Life lmurance
Comp:~ny.

Lu cia N. W illow, Albuquerque, New M exico, is a
licensed massage therapist.

Lawrence 1993
10th Reunion , June
20 0 3
Phillip B . Arno ld i~ a
rhjrd-year medtcal student
at the Des Moines University Osteopathic Medical
Center, Des Moines, IO\V,J.

TODAY

Olivia H arris B arkoff, Chicago,
illinois, is a vercrinari:~n \\'tth the Gr~~n
Bay Animal Hmpiral 111 Wilmette.
H eidi Alexander Coop er, ln.me,
California, works for AdForce, Inc .. an
Internet advcrriscmt'nt serving company.
David D . G uritz, Elgin, lll inoi~.
became direccor of the Iron 0,1ks Environmental Leaming Center in Dect:mber. Previously he had managed the
conservation education program ar the
Max McGraw Wildlife Foundation.
Scott M. Rickard, I Iighland Park,
Illinois, is vice-president of intemational
markets for Naftcx Limited, a cotton
texrile manufacturer based in Pakistan.

and the

You, Lawrence, a nd your comput e r
Put Lawrence on your computer screen. Available
now from the LU website are six color images of
familiar campus views, 1n three screen resolutions,
suitable for use as desktop "wallpaper" on your
Windows computer. Simply follow the instructions at
http://www.lawrence.edu/gu1de/wallpaper/
and, while you are at the LU website. take a look at
these other alumn1-fnendly features:
The Alma Mater G1ft Collection
http://www.lawrence.edu/alumni/alma/
Lawrence University traditions
http://www.lawrence.edu/about/traditions.shtml
What the guidebooks say about Lawrence
http://www.lawrence.edu/media/rankings.shtml
Lawrence in the news
http://www.lawrence.edu/media/lunews.shtml
Progress on the new science hall
http://www.lawrence.edu/news/nsh_lndex.shtml
Bjorklunden Seminars
http://www.lawrence.edu/aboutlbjork!seminars/
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lawrence 1997
5th Reunion , June 2002
Anastasia Burkham, St. Lotm. "
attending the Washington Unl\ crs1ty
School of La\\.
S usan C. Drexler, 13righton, Massachusetts, is co-manager of a The Limited.
Inc., store in Boston.
KrisAnne Weiss, MirHlC<lpolis.
Minnesota, ~pent last summer in the
Central City Opera young artists program.
She is the winnl'r of the R.oy A.
Schuessler Vocal Prize at the University
of Minnesota and i' appearing this ~pring
as Mother M.tric 111 Di,!lc!~'lt'S c!f rhe

Cm11elircs.

Lawrence 1998
The August 22, 1998, wedding of Don Jones, '95, and Katie Amelotte, '94, was a very Lawrence occasion. Among the guests (from left): Front row Ben Wubbles, '94, Pia Vachha, '95, Cal Aurand, '95, Nate
Volkman, '97, Allison Walter, '97, Alex Thoman, '95, Tom McKenzie, '95, Alison Lat1mer. '97, and Sean
Ehret, '95. M1ddle row Marty Hill, '92, Jerod Cottrill, '95, Elizabeth Pepper, '94, Dave Guntz, '93 the
bride, the groom, Dave Shocht, '93, Jon Greene, '93, Julie Greene, Andy Pfau, '93, and part of Suz1e
Hill, '95 Back row Jon Mahony, '95, Derek Schumann, '95, Dave Ehot, '95, Andy Pearsons, '94, Karen
DeVries, '94, Leah Salsch1eder, '94, Julie Moffat, '95, Bill Zoellner, '93, and part of Dave Diamond, '93.
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lawrence 1994

Lawrence 1995

1 0th Reunion, Ju ne 2004
Ke nd ra M . Boettc her, P.1sadena, Maryland, is a statr ~ergean t/speci al bandsperson
in the U.S. Anny Fidd Band at Ft. Meade.
J e n nifer R. Dunlavy, Tucson, A1izona,
is an educational technologist for Boeing
Aerospace Operations.
Mahboob Hussa in , Berwyn, Illinois,
rect'ivcd the M.B.A. dt'gree fi·om DePaul
Univcr~ity in 1999 and now 1s a riskmanagement associate with CNA in
ChiCago.
Christophe r M. Klotz, Chicago, Illinois. b .111 accountant with The Accountants Group. Inc.
Kathleen Metzger, Portland. Oregon.
is .lS<.ISr:tnt rt'gmrar at the Portland Art
Museum.
J ohn R. Piiraine n , Jr. , Bowling Green,
Ohio, is a part-Lime instmctor in music
history in the ColJege of Musical Arts at
Oowling Green Swc University.
S h ad W e nzlaff is a teaching assistant ar
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
when.: ht' i' completing a master's degree
in art history.
E rik J . Wielenberg, Greenca~tle, Indiana, i~ assistant professor of philosophy at
DePauw University.
Ann Therese Winze, Brooklvn, New
York, recervcd the Master of Music
degree in violin perfom1ance from
Ind1ana Umvermy in 1998 and now is
a freelance violinil>t and teacher in New
York C1ty.

1Oth Reun 1on, June 2005
E rik P. Eckblad, Milw,tUkee, is a
graphic designer with W lT I- TV.
Rebecca A . Har p , Lake Geneva, is in
her second year of studying drawing and
painting at the Charlel> H. Cecil Studios
in Florence, Italy.
Julie A. Kmiec, Pinsburgh, Pennsylvania, is a rc~t·.~rch ~peCI.tlist at the University ofPimburgh Med1cal Center.
Adriana P. Sandoval is admmistrati,·e
coordinator and housmg counselor at the
Santa Maria Hostel. Inc., 111 Homton,
Texas.

S p r i n g

2000

lawrence 1996
5th Reunron , June 2002
Laura N. Buc hholz ic; as'>ociate editor
at Praxis Press in New York City.
Arslan and Beth Hop ('99) Hussain
live Ill Berwyn, Illinois. He is a technical
architecture comultant for Ander~en
Consu lting in Chicago.
Sara M. Lyke, Sylvania. Ohio, is teaching in the Bedford Public Schools,
Temperance, Michigan, and working
on a master\ degree in education at
Spring Arbor College.
Rayhan Majid , Concord, New Hampshire, is a field engmeer for Hilti. Inc.
Ly nne von Sneidern W eave r ,
Menasha, 1s an elemental) band teacher
in the HortOnville School Dmrict.

5th Reunron , June 2002
Eric ,md Kristen Bischoff Bressler
Live in Norwood, Ma'i'<Khuo;em. Eric
is senior client-,ervice' cngrncer at
Neregriry. Inc.. 111 Walth.un .•md Kmten
is a client comulr.mr for PCi St·n tce~.
Inc., in Boston.
An article titled "Cenglm Khan
Express," \\ 1th text and phorm by Arie
Farnam, appeared in thL· Scptt•mber/
October 1999 i)sue of '/ r.u1siriaus , 1/mwd,
telling rhe story of her journey from
Moscow ro AJmaty, Ka:.::.1khst,111, on the
Trans-Siberian Rai lway.
Heath er L. Groffy, Norfolk. Virginia, rs
a graduate '>tudent :1nd reaching a~~istant
at O ld Dominion Umversity.
Daniel G. Kolev, Napcrvilk, IIJinois, i~
a systerm analyst for the Deloim· &
Touche Consulnng Group m Chicago.
Anumeha Kumar, Decatur. Ccorg~a. is
a candidate for the Master of Public
Health dcgrl'e and a research spec1alist at
Emory University.
Paul M. Spe iser , Applt'ton, drrector of
choral m1diel> at X.wier High ~chooL
embarked after Chmtmas on Im fourth
tour with the World Youth Choir sponsored by rhe Incernanonal Center for
Choral Mm1c and UNESCO.
James L. Truitt is a rese:trch assi\t,lllt at
the Unive~ity of Wi.,comin-Madison.

Lawrence 1999
5th Reunron, June 2005
Sarah E. Bolm , Washington, D.C., i~ a
research assiswm at thl' Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC).
Emily K . Caesar, Chapel I till, North
Carolina, is enrolled in a 13achelor of
Science in Nursing program ,ll the
University of orth Carolina.
Robert A. Cramer, Jr. , LO\ eland,
Colorado. IS graduate student in pl.tnt
genetics and breeding at Color.1do State
Univer.my.

ALUMNI

Donald J . Dela ney, Oak Creek, i~
a clinical laboratory technologist at
the Medical College of Wisconsin in
Mtlwaukee.
Leah R. Drilias, St. Paul, Minnesota,
is a legal assistant 111 the office of the
Minnesota attorney general.
Paula M. Gudmundson, Denton,
Texas, is studying for the Master of
Mmic dcgn:t- at the University ofNorth
Texas.
Taylor M. Hoffman, currently a law
student :u the Univer~ity of Chicago,
presented a paper at a June 1999 international conference tn St. Petersburg, Russia, "Parli.11nencs a~ Agents and Subjects
of Ch.mge." Hofllnan \ paper. coauthored \\ith Ll\\rcncc D. Longley,
professor of gon.•rnment, wa~ on "Parliamcnr' as Chang111g lmmutions <lnd as
A germ of Rt'gimc Change" and was
b;scd on \\'Ork done as p~m of his senior
honors thcsl\, as "ell as research by Professor Longle\. Revised \'crsions of the
Sr. Petersb,uq~ paper ha\ e also been published .1s p.tn of ,1 special issue of 77w
Jt~ttm<ll t!( Lt:l!islt~rir•c Stttdics .md as chapters
in thrt•e ditTerent scholarly books published in the United Kingdom, the
United States. nnd Slovenia.
William A . Holst, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, is ;1 field engineer for Drake
General Contractors.
Amie L. Lewandowski, Chic:1go,
Illinois. is ;l team tech for United Way/
Americorps.
Jamie M. McMaster, Madison, is a
research as'>oCI.Ht' .lt the William S. Middleton Memori;ll Vcteram Admini~cra
uon I lmp1tal.
Kimberly A. Root, Westborough.
Ma\Sachmett\, " .1 teacher at the New
England Center t()r Children.
Jeremy J. Runwoldt, Carol Stream,
lllinOI'>, i., d~Slnct executi\'e for the Boy
Scouts of Americ.1 in t. Charles, Illinois.
Catherine A. Sawinski, Milwaukee. is
.1 master\ degn.'l' candidate and teaching
a~sistanc in art history at the University of
Wiscomin-Milwaukce.
Katharine Koc hanowski Swanson,
Stevens Point, is an optician in a
Wa i-Mmt Vision Center.

TODAY
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MARR IAGE S
La\\'rence Today will ampr for pttblicarion

plwro,l/r•lphs ~~r alr1m111 wcddi'!li-' in ll'hich a
si::abit•,\!mttp (!f LAwrence parricipc~ms c!ppt•ars
and the indiflidrl(l/s <lfl' iclenr!fred by 1111111e a/1(1
class year. Pttblir.uimr <!}. u'l'ddi11,1/ photos is
sttbjccl to rile availability <!{ spc~cc• ami to the
qttaliry <!f rile p/ro/<~1/mplr. PI/(Jft~(!mplls 111ill be
retrmted ttpon request.

1950s
Nona Roesle r , M-D '5 9, and William

D. Kyle, Jr., December 2R, 1999

1970s
Paul Kitzke, '73, and Pamela Gillen.
ovcmber 2 I. 1999
Martha H. Schmidt, '79, and Jeffrt'}
He\\, December J 1. 199R

1980s
Gary V a n Berkel, '82, and Pou\',lJ1.
J anual") 15, 2000
David Mel bye , '85, .111d Julie, October
23. 1999
Laura \Virtz, ' 88, and Steven Jenkins,
March 1999
Mark A. Eddy, '89, .md Jennifer Perry.
October 9, 1999
David Walker , '89, and Candice Brandon, October 16, 1999

Heathe r Bush , ' 90, and Mark Sanford,
September 25, t 999
Kristyn Overby, '90 , and Joseph Prial,
September 10, 1999
Lisa Consolino , '91, and GregO!")' Hancock, August 21, 1999
Maxwell Parsons, '91 and Kari Toavs,
'91,June 4, 1999
Stephen Mielke, ' 92, and jacqueline
C lemen t, November 6, I 999
Heidi Alexan der, '93, and G lenn
Hawkins Cooper, October 9, 1999
Jaclyn Booth , ' 94, and Matthew Kline,
February 19, 1999
Molly Mevis, '94, and Stephen Hannan,
Jr.. October 23, 1999
Craig C. Sem, '96, and Liz Adam,
'97, September 19, 1999
Eric Hecox, ' 98, and Nilmini
Senanayake, '98, December 31. 1999
Katharine Koch a nowski, '99, and
Steve S\\'anson. September 4. 1999

BIRTHS AND ADOPTIONS

1980s
James Acker, '81, and Dorothy. a
daughter, R enee, born on January 3,
1999, adopted fi·om China on November 23, 1999; twins, L3enjamin Pierce
and Audrey Francis, on October 24,
1999.
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Lawrentian guests at the October 10, 1998, wedding of Kelly Carroll, '89, and Jeff Rhodes were (from
left) Christopher Carroll, '99; Julie Majewski Carroll, '98,· Alyse Kondrat, '89; Stephen Carroll, '92; Kelly
Carroll Rhodes, '89; Sandy Saltzstein, '89; and Alicia Lancaster, '89.
Tony Hurtig, '82, and Amy Teschner,
'83, a daughtc:r, Mae Amelia. on May
12. 1999
Ann J acobsen Murray, '82, and J ohn,
a ~on, Nichol,1s Riley, on September 10,
1999

Sara Rowbottom Cornell, '85, and
James, :1 son, Th.lYL'r, on December I 0,
1999
Nan cy Felker Nack , '85, and Kent. a
d.tughter, Ctrly R .1e, on July 20. 1999
Robin Hoyt Pitts, '85, and David , a
son, Julian , on October 27, 1999
PeterS. Rudy, '87, and Shauna, a son,
Lucas Michael, on August 2, 1999
Thomas Colling, '88, and Jenny have
adopted Trace Elliot.
E rik Ketcham, '88, and Julie Neuzil
Ketcham, '88, a son. Derek Scott. on
May 22. 1999
Stefan Marculewicz, '88, and Anne. a
son. Ch..trl~ Broob. on September 1,
Jl)99

Sean Gilsh ann o n , '89, and Margaret
H arrison Gilsh anno n , '89, a daughter.
Emma Sydney. on j<mua1y 29, 1999

DEATHS
1920s
Edgar Lepley, '26, La Crosse, December
16. 1999
John Z ussman, '26, Milwaukee.
October 15, 1999
Robert B. Locklin, '27, C hampion,
Pcnmylvani.t, eptember 4, 1999. Survivor. include two nephews, Maurice G.
Locklin. '54, and Stuart C. Locklin, '62.
and rwo great-nieces, Pamela J. Locklin.
'71, and Patrin,t Loc khn Robinson, '7-!.
Harry J. Rutgers, '27, Mtlwaukee.
December 3, 1999
Gwendo lyn Babcock Seaton, '27,
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R ichland. Washington, No\'cmber 7,
1999. Survivon. include rwo brothers.
Carl B. Babcock, ·32. ,1nd Don,tld E.
Babcock. '30, .md a ~~~ter-in-law,
Dorothy Smtth Babcock, '30.
Evelyn Cool Rundquist, C '29,
Phillips. Den·mber 5. 1999

1930s
O lin J essup, '30, Haddon Township,
New ..Jen.ey, January 10, 2000
Mary M cCormick Miller, '3 1, Sun
City, Arizona, November 24, 1999. Survivor<; include her daughter, C.tro l Miller
R vman. '62.
E~elyn Taylor Olson, '31, Appleton.
November 23. 1099
Virginia Gibson Story, '31, Newberry.
Michigan. October I, 1999
Fola Norto n Strommen , '32, Broadhead. September 23. 1999
Janet Stoltz H ar rion, M-D '33, San
Antomo. Texa,, November 16. 1999
Melvin H. Slat:tengren , '33,
Woodridge. llhnots, May 11, 1999
Wilbert A. Spanagel, '33, Appleton,
October 30, 1999. Sur\'ivors include
a brother, Edgar Sp.111agel, '28.
Eth el M . Barber, M-D '3 4, D.F.A.
'85, Evanston, lllino1'i, December 21,
1999 (see page 47)
·walter H . Barnes, '34, Wheat Ridge,
Colorado, Octobt:r 7, IY99
Donald H . Field, '34, Genoa, Illinois,
May 12. 1999
Bernice Carlson Ritter, '34, Seatcle,
Washington, October 20. 1999
Alexander F. Smith, '35, Cleveland,
Ohio. April 2, 1999
C ha rlotte C lark T hiessen , '3 7,
Oshkosh. October 5. 1999.
Carl Donald Easterberg, '38, Kirkland.
Washington, Octobl.'r 30. 1999.
Sur\'ivors mclude his "tic, Marg,1ret
E,lsterberg.

Roland J . Vrieze, '38, RIChfield,
Minnesota, November 12, 1999. Survivors include his wife. Marion Gnggs
Vrieze, '37.
Elmer E. Bosserman, '39, Culpeper,
Virginia, Febmary 28, 1998
Judson G. Rosebush , '39, Dover,
Ohio, December 30, 1999. Survivors
include his sistt:r, Barbara R osebush
Weller, '44, and sister- in- law, Marjo rie
Johnson Rosebush , '48.
Sterling H. Schoen, '39, St. Louis,
Missouri , November 20, 19':>9. Survivors
include a son, Stt:rling Schoen, '67.
Carla Naber Urbain , '39, Richmond,
Indian,t, October 5, 19':>9. Survivors
include her husband, Leon Urbain.

1940s
Fl orence J ohnson Crawford , '40,
WiUiamsville. Ne\\ York. May
10. 1999. Surv1vors includ~ her hmband,
John N. Crawford, '39.
Robert W. Zwicker, '41, Appleton,
J anuary 6, ::WOO. Survivors mclude his
wife, Betty R. Zwicker.
Bernice Bleick Miller, ' 43 , Appleton,
November 5, 1999. Surv1vors include
her husband, J ame~ F. Miller, '43; two
daughters, Susan Miller Mitchell, '67,
and Katharine Miller Boyd, '73; and a
son, James F. Miller, Jr. , '70.
John P. M yers, ' 43 , Catskill, New
York, April 16, 1999. Survivors include
his wife, Janet C. Myers.
Florence Hammerstrand Swandon,
M-D '43, Burton, Washington, date
unknown
Margaret H ess Bayer, C ' 44, Menasha.
November 14, 1999
Lois Hansen Henderson , '44, Brandon, Mississippi. November 21. 1999.
Survivors include her husband, William
Henderson.
Andrew J . Rosenberger, ' 44,
Lawrenceburg, Kentucky. October I t,
1999
Betty Smith Shaw, M-D ' 46, Milwaukee, December 24, 1999
Richard W. Shook, '46, Scottsdale,
A1izona, November 28, 1999
Mary William s U rban , '46, C larendon
Hills, llli no is, August 12. 1999
E dward C. Lecker, '47, Fallon,
Nevada, December 6, 1998. Survivors
include his wife, Norma Fawcecc Lecker,
'48.

1950s
George C. Miotke, C ' 50, Appleton,
November 14, 1999. mvtvors include
his wife, Mary McCarter Miotke, '47.
Shirley Woellert Kallas, '50, Bradenton.
Florida. Augu'it 25, 1999

ALUMNI

E thel M. Barber, M-D '34,
D.F.A., ' 85
1914-1999

Ethel M. Barber, a member of the
Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1934
and a Lawrence University trustee
from 1968 to 1988, died on
D ecember 21, in Evan ston,
Illinois. Born in Milwaukee, she was married in 1941
to Judge James Gordon 13arber. who died in 1961.
Dr. Barber was .111 honors English student at
Milwaukee's Rivemde High School and distinguished
herself academically at Milwaukee-Downer College as
an undergraduate and. inu11ediately after graduating at
age 20, as a young .md popular teacher of mathematics.
The first woman doctoral candi date in the Department
of Interpretation of the School of Speech at Northwestem University. -;he received the Ph.D. in 1947 and later
taught and directed pcrtormance<; in that department
,md was a regular narrator on the Voice of America.
In her career on the lecture placfom1, on r.tdio
and television, and in many volunteer capacillc-s, she
not only emphasizl·d the importance of education for
women but also made it clear that learning carrie~ with
it the responsibility to usc knowledge continually to
improve one's own life and the lives of others. Dr.
Barber made higher education possible for many young

J a n et D enker Ka u fina n n, '50, Waterlown. June 9. 1999
B a rba ra Johnson C ha m berlain , M-D
'51, Northbrook, Illinois, October 3,
1999
Linda C rawfo rd Dorr, '55, sp1ing L999
David J . Mcintyr e, '55, Carmel, Calitomia. December 30, 1999
Mary K. Rosen e, '57, Rockford,
lllmois, October 25, 1999. Survi,·or..
mclude her son. William G. Rosene,
'HS.
J ames L. Speyer, '58, Whitefish Bay,
October 26, 1999

1960s
Yvonne Alwin H ack, '62, Prospect
I !eights, Tllinois, October 14, 1999.
urvivors include her brother, Ronald P.
Al\\'in, '61, and a nephe\\, Scott D.
Al\\'111, '85.

Friends of Lawrence
J ean H edemark A dams, Appleton,
November-+, 1999. First president of the

TODAY

women through her work in establishing a scholarship
with the American Association of University Women.
ln 1961, the Barber Scholarship of Milwaukee-Downer
College was created through a bequest ofJudge James
G. Barber. It was later supplemented by gifts from Ethel
Barber, and the James G. and Ethel M. Barber Scholarship Fund, now at Lawrence, continues to support
juniors and seniors interested in the perfonning arts.
Following the consolidation of MilwaukeeDowner and Lawrence Colleges in 1964, Dr. Barber
devoted hl'r energies and talents co Lawrence University. Active in fund-raising, she cre.ued The Founder's
Club, a leadership giving society, and served as irs first
president. ln 1985. she established the Ethel M. Barber
Visiting Artist Program and later the james G. and Ethel
M. B.lrbcr Professorship ofThe:ure and Drama.
An a!ltutc personal investor, she was the first
woman to serve on the Lawrence 13oard ofTrustees'
Committee on Investments. In appreciation of her
service to rhe imtitution she was ,1\varded the Alumni
Association's Di tinguished Service Award in 1970 and
the honorary degree Doctor of Fint• Arts in 1985.
Dr. 13arber made an extraordinanly generous provision for Lawrence in her estate plans. Approximately S8
million - the largest gift in the college's history- will
soon be coming to the college for the Ethel M. Barber
Endowment fund for the Arts, to strengthen and
extend her lifetime support of Lawrence's theatre and
drama program.

Fox Valley Symphony League in J 967,
an active patron of the mmical
arts in the Appleton and Naples, Florida,
communities. An accomplished pianist,
she served as president of the alumnae
chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota music sorority at L:l\vrence. Survivors include her
husband, H arold C. Adams.
O liver J . Evans, Neenah, January 5,
2000. He ,lSSisted the Lawrence football
coaching \tafT by filming games for 14
~he wa~

years.
J o hn A. P u eliche r , Milwaukee, October 30, 1999. He was president of the
Marshall and Ilsley Bank and the
Puclicher Foundation, Inc.

Faculty
Fred G. Schr oeder , Combmed Lock~,
Janual') 13, :2000. '·Prof' Schroeder.
profe sor emeritus of music. "as director
of band'i 111 the Consen·atory of Music
from 1951 until his retirement in 1978
and then continued to teach part-lime
for a few more years. A graduate of the
University ofWisconsin-Milwaukee

(B.Mus.Ed.) and Northwesrem University (M.A.Ed.) with further study at the
Paris Conservatory, he founded the
program that today comprises both the
Wind Ensemble and the Lawrence
Symphonic Band. In October 1998,
friends and former students organized a
tribute concert at Lawrence in recognition of the 20th anniversary of his retirement. Sun•ivors include a daughter,
Mary Schroeder Benjamin, '62; a son,
Richard D. Schroeder, '67; a daughter,
Anne Schroeder Evarts; a son-in-law,
Michael R. Evarts, '67; and a granddaughter, Julia Benjamin Andrews, '87.

Staff
Doris B . G iese, Appleton, October 29,
1999. She w.ls .1 circulation librarian in
the Lawrence library &om 1964 to 1987
and wiJI be remembered with affection
by many alumni, especially the international students with whom she had a
special relationship. Among survivors arc
her four children, one of whom is Cindy
Giese Kimbrough, '82.
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Lawrence's Class of1857, the first to graduate from the fledgling institution,
included four men and three women, an
appropriate beginning for a college that
was coeducational from its founding.
When it came time to photograph the
new graduates, it was done, as was the custom in those days, in two images: the men
in one and the women in another (above).
fn recent memory, only the image of
the men has been among the holdings of
the Lawrence University Archives - an
unfortunate circumstance now remedied by
a gift from a thoughtful collector. In the fall
of 1999, Katherine Field of Bainbridge
Island, Wash., gave the college two
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ambrotypes (images made by a wet-plate
photographic process devised in 1851 and
used in portraiture as a cheaper alternative
to the daguerreotype) that had been passed
down to her from her great-grandfather,
Avery E. Field, a photographer, photographic historian, and collector. According
to a 1939 clipping found with the
ambrotypes, A very Field received them
from a Mrs. Eugene Copeland, presumably
a relative ofJustin M. Copeland, one of the
male 1857 graduates.
The three women of the Class of 1857
are (from left): Lucinda Darling Colman,
for whom Colman Hall is named; Adelaide
Grant Carver; and Francena Kellogg Buck.
To learn more about this gift and the
graduates of 1857, please visit http:! I
www.lawrence.edu/about/ class1857 .shtml
on the Lawrence University web site. LT

Bjorklunden Seminars 2000 Class Sched ule
June 4-10, Sund.1y-Saturday,
$700 dbl ocr; $975 single:
$300 commuter
Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Faulkner:
Three Novels
The Book of Psalms
June 11-17, Sunday-Saturday,
S700 dbl occ: $975 single;
$300 commuter
The Joy of Improvisation
The Sixties as History
June 18-23 , Sunday-Friday,
$650 dbl occ; $875 single:
S300 commuter
Freshman Studies Revisited:
Shakespeare, Austen, and Woolf
Pathways to Optimal Aging
June 25-30, Sunday-Friday,
$650 dbl occ; $H75 single;
$300 commuter
~
Origins ofWar
The Wild Side ofDoor
July 2-7, Sunday-Friday, $650 dbl
occ; $H75 single; $300 com muter
Shakespeare and the Spirit-Realm
Scene Study: The Director and the
Actors
July 9- 15, Sunday-Saturday,
$700 dbl occ; $975 single;
$300 commuter
Goethe Goes to the Opera

July 30-August 5, Sund,lySaturday, $700 dbl occ;
$'175 single: $300 commuter
Making Sense of Wine
Watercolor
A ug ust 6-12, Sunday-Saturday,
$700 db! occ: $975 single;
$300 com muter
Y2 Mrica: Exploring the Routes
of West African Rhythm
A ug ust 13-1 8, Sunday-Friday,
$650 dbl occ; $875 single;
$300 commuter
Politics and the Media
Archaeological Fakes, Frauds,
and Fantasies
Au gust 20-25, Sunday-Fri day,
$650 db! ore; $875 single;
$300 commuter
Who Killed Homer?
Women's Health: Scientific, Social,
Economic, and Political Issues
A ug ust 27-September 1,
Sunday- Fnday, $700 dbl occ;
$975 c;ingle; $300 commuter
World Wildlife Art Brought to
Life
O cto ber 1-6, Sunday-Friday,
$650 dbl occ; $875 single;
$300 commuter
Play Better Bridge
Door County and the Great Ice
Age

July 16-21 , Sunday-Friday, Family
Week/Grandparents-Grandchild
Week, R esident: $400 adults, $275
youth (5-15); commuter: $275
1dult, $125 youth (5- 15)
A Closer Look at Nature
Claymation® Movie-Making Fun
for Ali Ages

O cto ber 8-13, Sunday- Friday,
$650 dbl occ; $875 single;
$300 commuter
The Golden Age of Popular Music
Lighthouses and Landscapes of the
Door Peninsula

July 23-29, Sunday-Saturday.
$1,250 dbl occ; S 1,550 single;
SHSO commuter*
Tritone Jazz Fantasy Camp
* To register, contact Tritone Jazz
Fantasy Camps, P. 0. Box 297,
Penfield, NY 14526, 716-2189950, jazz t@servtech.com

Contact: Mark Breseman
Director of Bjorklunden
P.O. Box 10
Baileys Harbor, WI 54202
mark.d.breseman@lawrence.edu
Phone: 920-839-2216
Fax: 920-839-2688

orty years ago, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Hoehn made their flrst visit to
the Lawrence campus with their daughter Catheryn E. (Katy) H oehn.
It was a successful visit, as Katy decided that Lawrence was the right place
for her. She graduated in the Class of 1964 and has made her career in education, currently serving as head counselor at Troy High School in Fullerton, California.
On that same visit, Tom and Dorothy fell in love with the Mem01ial Chapel and
hoped that one day they could do something for the college and for this building. Over
the past ten years, Dorothy has made a number of gifts to Lawrence for her beloved
chapel. Her generous support has enabled the college to expand and refurbish the stage
area, improve the acoustics of the hall, renovate the interior finishes and make numerous improvements to the building's exterior, and most recently to renovate the lobby and
create new "powder rooms" in the lower level. Memorial Chapel has long been one of
Lawrence's most cherished buildings. Today, thanks to the extraordinary generosity of
Dorothy S. Hoehn, Memorial Chapel has never been more beautiful.
For information about ways of giving to Lawrence University, please write or call: Office
of Development, Lawrence University, P.O. Box 599, Appleton, WI 54912-0599;
920-832-651 7.
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